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GLOSSARY

CCE

Centro Cultural Español (Spanish Cultural Center)

Cisgender

Term to identify someone who identifies with the sex assigned to
them at birth.

CODISRA

Comisión Presidencial contra la Discrimnación y el Racismo
(Presidential Commission against Discrimination and Racism).
Governamental Institution in charge of fighting forms of racism
within the Republic of Guatemala.

Concientizarse

To gain consciousness of one’s reality, often through education.

FCAM

Central American Women's Fund

Hueco

Derogatory term to refer to men who have sex with men.

La Comunidad

Term used to describe the sex-gender diversity communities in
Guatemala City.

OASIS

Organización de Apoyo a una Sexualidad Integral Frente al SIDA.
The first LGBT umbrella organization in Guatemala, who housed
trans activists in their early years of organizing.

OTRANS

Organización Trans Reinas de la Noche, the largest trans women
organization of Guatemala

PDH

Oficina del Procurador de Derechos Humanos (Office of the Human
Rights Ombudsman)

Pescada

Term used by some trans women to refer to cisgender women.
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REDMMUTRANS

Red Multicultural de Mujeres Trans de Guatemala (Multicultural
Network of Trans Women of Guatemala)

Representatividad

Representation. Often referred as a political strategy where a member
of a group is invited to give input in a law, initiative, or project that
impacts the group.

Sex-Gender Diversity

Short cut for the multiple groups and experiences that fall outside the
cisgender and heterosexual norms.

Sexta Avenida

One of the main business streets in Historic Downtown Guatemala,
which recently went through a process of revitalization.

Superarse

To overcome obstacles. To improve oneself.

Talleres de Identidad

Identity workshops used my REDMMUTRANS to educate on matters
of gender and sexuality.

Trans

Umbrella term to identify those with non-normative genders.
REDMMUTRANS uses it primarily to encompass those who identify
as transgender, transsexual, and travesti.

Trans women

Person who is assigned male at birth but that identifies and lives their
lives as a woman. See Chapter 3.

Transgender

Person who identifies with a gender different to that assigned to them
at birth. See Chapter 3.

Transsexual

Person who identifies with a gender different to that assigned to them
at birth and changes their bodies according by hormones or surgery.

Travesti

Person who utilizes clothing associated with the "opposite sex".
Usually used to describe men who dress as women. See Chapter 3.

UNAIDS

Joint United Nations Programme on HIV and AIDS.

UNDP

United Nations Development Programme.

USAID

United States Agency for International Development.

Vestidas

Term used to refer to men who dress up as women.
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ABSTRACT

Wundram Pimentel, María Alejandra. M.S., Purdue University, May 2015. Negotiating
Trans Activism in Guatemala City: The Case of REDMMUTRANS. Major Professor:
Ellen Gruenbaum.

The purpose of this ethnographic project is to investigate how the activists in
REDMMUTRANS, a trans women rights activist group in Guatemala City, understand
their individual and collective identity as trans. By analyzing the way REDMMUTRANS
navigates and negotiates national and transnational discourses on gender, this thesis takes
particular attention to the influence that activist practice has had in individual’s adoption
of ‘trans’ as an identity category. By looking at the way REDMMUTRANS’s members
construct their collective identity, I explore the interactions between the transnational
development industry, localized experiences, and activist practice has in constructing
what ‘trans’ means in the context of Guatemala.
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CHAPTER 1. IDENTITIES AND TRANS COLLECTIVITIES

1.1. Introduction

The terms trans and transgender have gained visibility internationally in
discourses on human rights. These terms, often encapsulated under the “T” in LGBT, are
used as an umbrella for a diverse range of experiences, identities, and gender expressions.
Scholars in anthropology and in other disciplines have described the diverse gender
expressions and identifications cross culturally, all of which hold specific meanings in
their religious, historical, and social context. Despite this diversity, human rights for trans
or transgender populations are often discussed in activist circles globally, taking for
granted the universal validity of these terms and without much critique of their ability to
describe experiences from historical and cultural contexts different than the one that gave
rise to this terms. I myself took the universality of trans for granted when I began reading
about transgender studies as an undergraduate. When I first heard of the trans groups in
Guatemala, I assumed I knew what the term trans meant. As I got further into my studies
in anthropology, I began to question these assumptions. People that identify as ‘trans
women’ exist in Guatemala. That much is true. But, how did that come to be? What does
the identity ‘trans’ mean in the context of Guatemala? Did adopting a trans identity
change the way these individuals thought about their lives?
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I began my fieldwork in the summer of 2014 aiming to explore trans subjectivities
in Guatemala City. As I began working with Red Multicultural de Mujeres Trans de
Guatemala (Multicultural Network of Trans Women of Guatemala, hereafter referred to
as REDMMUTRANS), an activist group, I began to notice that activism played an
important role in how individuals built their subjectivities. Individuals and the collective
negotiate feelings and desires through, and because of, political action. What are the
practices that support the work of the members of REDMMUTRANS as they navigate
their experiences of gender? What type of subjectivities do these practices construct?
When I began this research, I suspected that to understand REDMMUTRANS’s activism
I had to be attentive to discourse and practice, fantasy and action, as key factors in the
development of individual and collective identities and subjectivities. This thesis focuses
on three lines of inquiry: (1) how do these activists understand their identity as ‘trans’?
(2) Does activism play a role in the way REDMMUTRANS’s activists understand their
experiences and identities? (3) How do institutional practices and strategies construct and
maintain the group’s collective identity?
During my first month of fieldwork, Simona and Lisa, the most regular activists
of REDMMUTRANS, took me to Simona’s favorite diner after we finished the
morning’s work. Going to lunch was a welcome break from working in Simona’s
apartment in Guatemala City, where we worked since REDMMUTRANS lost its office
space. This diner, a couple of blocks away from Simona’s apartment in central
Guatemala City, was located in the garage of the owner’s house. A large table held six or
seven options for food, served by the owner. As people came in, they grouped together
around the counter and ordered distinct food combinations, then they sat to wait. Outside
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the entrance, they grilled beef, the smell of which filled the diner. The diner was always
crowded and for Q.15 (about $2) you could get a large plate of very good homemade
food. All of the tables were full. We managed to find a spot to sit next to the counter.
Simona ordered for all of us and we sat to wait.
The sounds of people ordering food at the counter overshadowed everything,
making it difficult to have a conversation. I could not participate in Lisa and Simona’s
conversation until the activity in the diner slowed down. At this point, they were talking
about Tara. Tara is an older trans woman that did not start identifying as trans until she
was in her forties. As an academic, Tara writes and advocates for the rights of trans
people and others with non-normative sexualities. Lisa and Simona discussed how, in a
recent television segment, Tara identified herself as a bisexual trans woman. I was
surprised when Lisa and Simona critiqued Tara’s approach to advocacy: “Tara hinders
the project of trans rights.” I had supposed the visibility of Tara would have been
welcomed. I asked Lisa and Simona to explain:
Simona:

Gender identity and sexuality are different things.

AW:

Yes.

Simona:

But one is a trans woman first and then other things. But
she [Tara] goes on television and into other places and
defines herself as bisexual, and then people get confused
and retreat from the project [of trans rights].

AW:

But if gender identity and sexuality are different things,
then why can Tara not be trans and bisexual, just like one
can be trans and lesbian?

Simona:

No. As trans women and people, we have a defined
identity, which is that we are heterosexual; everything else
creates confusion and hinders the project.
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AW:

Sorry, I do not understand, do you prefer trans women to
identify as heterosexual even when personally they…

Simona:

No. They have to identify as trans. I don’t know why Tara
bothered in constructing an identity if she is not going to
identify with it. There are heterosexual men que se visten
[they dress as women], but they are not trans but
transformistas. They are still men. Look, as an example, I
prefer to be the receptive partner, but that is not what
usually happens. When I began to work [in sex work],
everyone wanted to try the fresh meat, but I spent two
weeks without eating because I did not want to be active
[the penetrating partner in sexual relationships primarily
with heterosexual men]. Later I had to change my mind. It
is really traumatizing, I would not do it if I could.

I found Simona’s rejection of the possibility of a non-heterosexual trans identity
confusing as well as frustrating. She held a different perception of gender and identity
than I did. Is rejecting the possibility of non-heterosexual trans identities contradictory to
Simona’s claim that gender identity and sexuality are different? Although I did not
itrealizeit at the time, this conversation illustrated several of the important themes that
arose later during my fieldwork.
This vignette illustrates how these activists negotiate transnational discourses that
separate sex and gender identities within a gender ideology that unites sex, gender, sexual
orientation, and sexual action and constitutes them always in static and binary terms. It
also hints at the difficulties of constructing strategic collective identities that both support
and depend on individual desires, identities, and experiences. This vignette gives a
glimpse of my informants’ negotiations as they attempt to understand their experiences
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within the multiple gender discourses available to them and attempt to define the correct
practices for trans activism in the Guatemalan context. Additionally, this moment also
forced me to reflect on some of the assumptions I brought with me to the field. It became
evident that I had brought ideas of gender, liberation, and activism that were informed by
my privileged international educational background.
Finally, this vignette shows a moment that helped me restructure the questions I
brought to fieldwork. During the fieldwork process, I had to question my own
assumptions about what activism is and what it is supposed to accomplish. As the
activists I investigate become involved in political and social action, they muddy the
distinctions between resistance and compliance to societal expectations, local and
transnational, individual and collective. As I will illustrate in this thesis, activist work is
not just a tool for political change, but also a force for the creation of subjectivities
defined by moral commitments as well as by various discourses and relational
experiences of gender. Similarly, activism, although national in scope, extends outwards
as it participates in transnational activist networks, negotiates international funding, and
engages with a multiplicity of gender and human rights discourses. These negotiations
and contacts affect the way this group constitutes and frames its collective identity to
make itself strategically visible as a political actor. In turn, these collective mediations
have an impact in the way individuals interact and adopt categories and how they
construct meaning about themselves.
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1.2. Identity and Subjectivity

Before I engage with the theories of subjectivity that I utilize in this thesis, I offer
a definition of subjectivity and identity to help delineate my discussion. I refer to identity
as our socially perceived self within existing systems of classification and perception. By
subjectivity, I refer to the multiple positions that an individual embodies as she interacts
with power structures through hierarchically organized practices and discourses in a
particular context and time that constitute the individual’s sense of self. Thus, subjectivity
is a modality and effect of power that is relational as well as embodied, and subjectivity
always reflects the material and social conditions that give it rise (Moore 1994).
Subjectivity is interrelated with individual identity and collective identity, which I will
discuss below. Both identity and subjectivity affect the perceptions, thoughts, desires, and
fears that animate acting subjects (Ortner 2006). Although theories of subjectivity will be
useful in engaging with the development of collective identity, I want to clarify that
collective identity is never just the addition of individual identities and subjectivities. As
Polletta and Jasper state, “collective identity describes imagined as well as concrete
communities, involves an act of perception and construction as well as the discovery of
preexisting bonds, interests, and boundaries. It is fluid and relational, emerging out of
interactions with a number of different audiences” (2001: 298).
What is the purpose of looking at collective identity? Critiques of identity politics
have called attention to how identity categories are often imposed by the dominant group,
often as a form of social control that tends to homogenize other, subordinated, groups
(see for example Gamson 1995). The members of REDMMUTRANS cannot but be
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aware of their “otherness” from the point of view of the dominant sociocultural
framework. This becomes part of their perspective on themselves. Indeed, they have
gained recognition and visibility through embracing that otherness. How does claiming
an identity that reflects dominant perceptions of difference support their rejection of their
own marginalization?
For scholars such as S. P. Mohanty (2000), Alcoff (2000, 2006), Moya (2000),
and Martínez (2012), discussing identity accepts its social construction as well as the
impossibility of a category to encompass the experience of all the individuals that decide
to be named by it. However, it also acknowledges that identity, more than describing
specific experience, is a location that describes our position inside a system of oppression
(Martínez 2012; C.T.Mohanty 2003). If identity were to function as a way to describe
individual experience there would need to be as many identity categories as individuals.
However, as Alcoff states:
Because the practice of mediating experience is always a social
practice, acknowledging the role of identity in knowledge and
experience does not lead to solipsism. To say that we have an identity
is just to say that we have a location in social space, a hermeneutic
horizon that is both grounded in a location and an opening or site from
which we attempt to know the world (2000, 335).
In other words, identity unites individuals based on being subject to a particular
type of treatment in society (Alcoff 2006). Satya Mohanty (2000) argues that identity
construction provides a space that helps make sense of the links between historical
memory and individual experience and thus creates frames that allow individuals to make
their experience intelligible. Homophobia, transphobia, racism, and other forms of
control do not only work through making an individual’s desire and gender expression
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incoherent to society while making them vulnerable to violence, but also through making
the access to communities and support difficult (Martínez 2012). These scholars propose
that because of the pressure for erasure, claiming an identity is a transgressive endeavor,
it permits people to recognize their own experiences and knowledge as legitimate and
coherent. The potential for these acts of transgression exists despite, or even because, an
oppressive system constructs and regulates identity categories. Is claiming an identity a
way for the members of REDMMUTRANS to challenge societal pressure that
marginalize them? How did trans become the category with which they decided to
identify?
Understanding collective and social identities illuminates the processes of subject
formation. What constitutes and defines the subject and the construction of subjectivity is
contentious; with scholars taking different positions regarding the nature of the individual
and the role that external constraints have in individual agency and thought. In these
debates, the social group is perceived as an external force on the self. Émile Durkheim
(1982), for example, through his ideas of social constraint, emphasizes structural and
social determinants to explain human conditions. The “social facts” he describes are a set
of constraints, external to the individual, which define a person’s acting, thinking, and
feeling. The individual is important only as the individual embodies the working of social
facts, but these facts are always independent of individual manifestations. Lévi-Strauss
(1969), influenced by Durkheim and Marcel Mauss (1967), further removed the
individual, through focusing on the unconscious principles that structure human culture.
By virtue of analyzing human structures as based on binary oppositions, Levi-Strauss
focused on the way myth offers a counterpoint between oppositions and thus reveals the
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patterns of human thought. These debates maintain a distinction between the interiority of
the self and its exterior. I will engage with some of the critiques of this position,
specifically by looking at the role of the collective on individual subject formation.

1.3. Embodied Discourses and Collective Practices

Linda Alcoff (2006) provides a framework to think about the relationship between
social identities and individual subjectivities. According to Alcoff, the interactions
between social identity and individual subjectivity break down the binaries of self/other,
where the other is always a part of the self. She responds to critiques that define identity
as a form of external imposition on the self, which inhibits cooperation between the self
and others. Through an approach that includes both hermeneutic and phenomenological
theories, Alcoff provides a framework that I find useful for thinking about the role of
social relations and embodied experiences for the development of individual identities
and subjectivities. Following Gadamer, she describes identity as a “horizon,” a condition
that situates everything we see, experience, and how we understand the world (96).
Aspects of our horizon are shared among groups that take part in our social and collective
identities. For Alcoff, looking at social identity, and specifically racial and gender
identity, is imperative as these visible and public identities serve as a predictor of how
individuals are treated and what their life options are.
As Alcoff argues, people often read race and gender through physical markers,
although what these markers are can vary. This visibility is necessary to understand
ideological claims of gender and race categories as stable and natural. Keeping in mind
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that the meaning of race and gender difference is culturally and historically situated, this
visibility affects how society allocates roles and structures interpersonal relationships.
Thus, claiming that these categories are social does not negate the contention that they
are embodied through lived experience, material conditions, and economic and political
status (102). Our visible identities affect our relationship to the word, which affects our
interior life, our experiences, and thus, our sense of self. However, these social identities
also depend on certain kinds of practices and body knowledge that influence thought
(92). Alcoff’s critique permits me to question the distinction between identity and
subjectivity, to acknowledge how they are mutually constitutive. I take this as a basic
theoretical premise in this thesis.
Henrietta Moore (1994) proposes a theory of intersubjectivity that anticipates
Alcoff’s through an analysis of practice theory, as well as feminist and poststructuralist
scholarship. She explores how markings of difference (race, gender, age, etc.), as well as
the way they are read and interpreted by others, play a role in the taking up of particular
gender positions. Practice theory shows that the larger structural and institutional forces
affect grounded practice, but that practice also has the capacity to transform reality and
society (see Bourdieu 1980; Ortner 2006). This theory expresses how repetitive
engagement through everyday actions, largely unintentional, leads to structure becoming
embodied. Subjectivity cannot be separated from the material conditions that surround it.
Moore attends to how discourse and practice are necessary to understand subject
formation. Discourse refers to the multiple ways of creating knowledge and meaning that
construct both the subject and object of knowledge (Foucault 1978). The subject exists
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within discourse, through which they are subject to power, regulation, and knowledge. As
multiple discourses interact, they create the subject.
According to Moore, individuals take up multiple subject positions within
different discourses, which locate subjectivity beyond cultural specificity. This means
that, even within particular traditions, there can be multiple systems of gender, which
intersect with other systems of difference and thus proffer a multiplicity of subject
positions (57). Individuals will construct themselves through practice in terms of a
competing set of discourses around what it means to be a man or a woman (56). These
discourses form part of the individual’s horizon. We are all subject to these discourses
and the subject positions they open. Thus, Moore rejects views of the individual as
unified, and instead holds that subjects are fractured, shifting, and conflicting. Individuals
thus take multiple subject positions across time, where physical facts and historical
continuity determine present subject positions (55).
However, these discourses exist in a hierarchy, which reflects broader power
relations. They do not hold the same status or power. These hierarchies permit
individuals to both reaffirm and resist dominant discourses (50). Dominant
representations and discourses play a coercive role in people’s ability to engage with
gendered subject positions. Although multiple alternative options exist, reproducing and
investing in the dominant position can bring benefits, and allow actors to avoid negative
consequences. However, as Moore explains, individuals do not always reflect on their
investment in particular subject positions. Instead, gender is embodied –constructed,
experienced, and understood through the body until the gendered subject position
becomes habitual. However, our embodied gender, and race, affects our experiences, and
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thus, the knowledge and perspective with which we approach the world. This knowledge
permits individuals to be critical of the limitations of the discourses available to them,
especially when there is incoherence between available discourses, and embodied
experiences and desires.
Moore reaffirms that the division between unconscious, practical, and discursive
knowledge is not clear, because we are not fully conscious of what we do, even when we
have clear intentions. Moore’s idea of “investment” provides a useful insight. The
investment in identity fantasy is how Moore explains an individual’s stake in nondominant positions, which do not bring the benefits of dominant positions. These
positions can bring emotional commitments and social rewards. Thus, investment and
identity fantasies, how one would like to be and be seen by others, are connected. As
Moore explains, all fantasies of identity are linked to fantasies of power, always related to
existing power structures. 1 Identity fantasies are necessarily relational as social
relationships and the historical context affect how the individual constructs their
perception of self, how they perceive and experience the threats and opportunities that
affect their investment in certain identities, and thus, how they interpret their desires.
As I explain in the next chapters, the trans women in REDMMUTRANS make
use of multiple discourses about gender. They navigate the heteronormative discourse of
gender that is based on a male/female dichotomy. This dichotomy can limit their access
1

Moore provides a useful framework to think about gender-based violence.
Moore goes on to discuss how the failure to achieve fantasy leads to an inability to take
or sustain a desired subject position. This failure, or thwarting, can lead to such outcomes
as the enactment of violence. I will not spend time theorizing gender-based violence in
this thesis. However, experiences of gender-based violence are an important element in
REDMMUTRANS activists’ process of subject formation, as I will discuss in Chapter 3.
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to resources and result in experiences of violence that affect their subject positions.
Additionally, the women of REDMMUTRANS are also aware of transnational discourses
on gender and transgender identities. The participation of trans women in activism
through REDMMUTRANS and other organizations puts them in contact with other
activist groups, both within and outside Guatemala, as well as international donors, and
transnational networks. These different relationships each bring particular discourses that
add alternative explanations of their individual and collective experiences. These
alternative discourses can lead to approaching trans individuals as a matter of public
health, as in need of human rights, and as a part of a multicultural state. All of these
discourses affect how REDMMUTRANS and its members construct and understand their
identity and subjectivity, and have a tremendous impact on their work.
Cymene Howe (2013) uses erotiscapes to define the way in which local and
transnational audiences interact to create spaces of social justice. These audiences create
dialogic systems of human rights where local practices transform and dispute
international discourses. However, these discourses help construct what Cruz-Malavé and
Manalansan (2002) call a “teleological development” where transnational discourses
often hold a higher status than local ones. Sexual identities are located within a
tradition/modernity split where Europe and the United States figure as sites of
progressive social movements and sites of freedom in contrast to other places that are
characterized by oppression (Grewal and Kaplan 2001: 670). As I will explain in this
thesis, the process of naming and deciding who gets included in a category occurs within
unequal power structures. While being capable of naming your experience can be
empowering and important to prevent erasure of one’s experience, it can also be
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restraining and controlling. To claim an identity as a part of a social movement can be
reductive, limiting the multiplicity of desires and understandings of experience and
excluding those who do not fit within those limits (Dave 2010).
For example, in discussing the relationship among her various self identification
as Chicana, lesbian, and queer theorist, Gloria Anzaldúa writes how dominant western
discourses “theorize, that is, perceive, organize, classify and name specific chunks of
reality by using approaches, styles and methodologies that are Anglo American or
European. Their theories limit the ways we think about being queer” (1991, 250).
Anzaldúa brings to the fore some of the concerns that come up when thinking about
centering reductive identity politics in social movements. Through what frame of
reference do we define identity? Considering the productive potential of discourse to
make sense of experiences, it is necessary to take into account that classifying
experiences using western categorizations limit the possible range of gender experiences,
while also changing the way those experiences can be explained or understood (Dave
2010).
It would be unwise, however, to assume an absolute distinction between
international and local discourses. Local experiences and global relationships overlap
each other, to the extent that the meaning of “local” might become unclear. Feminist
scholars such as Inderpal Grewal and Caren Kaplan (2001) use the term transnational to
define the way the global and the local infiltrate each other, considering the ways that
new forms of governmentality and the movement of transnational capital affect the
development of identities and practices. Places are made in interconnection, not in
isolation. Thus, power and history are processes always embedded in contact and change.
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A global framework further allows us to consider the making of subjects and agents as
they navigate relationships, communities, and cultures that are always changing (Tsing
2000: 330). Similarly, REDMMUTRANS interacts within a field of multiple allies (and
opponents), with whom they themselves utilize, deconstruct, celebrate, and frame their
identities and discourses in multiple ways depending on their often transnational audience
(Polletta and Jasper 2001).
Regardless of the influence that transnational discourses hold, the activists of
REDMMUTRANS also experience gender and sexuality in ways that are socially legible
within local conceptualizations of gender in Guatemala. Scholars working in other parts
of Latin America help illuminate some of this context. Lancaster (1992), Carrier (1995),
and Wright (2000), and Kulick (1998) explore male same-sex relationships in Nicaragua,
Mexico, Bolivia, and Brazil respectively. These scholars explore how through a strong
division between active and passive roles in same-sex relationships, those men who play
the active role in sexual relationships can partake in stigmatized interactions while
maintaining their claim to normative masculinity and heterosexuality. In contrast, the
passive role, because of its relation to femininity, leads to a loss of masculine status.
Returning to the conversation shared at the beginning of this chapter, Simona’s rejection
of trans women’s claims to non-heterosexuality reflects this passive/active distinction
when she claims that as a transgender women she finds no pleasure in the penetrative role
in the sexual encounter. However, as Muñoz-Laboy et al. (2013) criticize, practice blurs
these discursive distinctions and, as these activists also narrate, they find desire and
pleasure from a variety of sexual practices. However, participating in transnational
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activism exposes the trans women from REDMMUTRANS to discourses on sex-gender
diversity2 that provide them with a new language to define their experiences.
Again, systems of power are never absolute. Sherry Ortner (2006) uses Giddens's
idea of the dialectic of control, to explain how systems of control do not work perfectly
because those who are controlled have agency and understanding of their position, and
thus can find ways to evade and resist domination. Ortner analyzes Bourdieu’s concept of
habitus as a deeply internalized structure that is both constraining and enabling. For
Ortner, habitus shapes subjectivities of people under specific regimes of power, but it
also offers cultural resources to enable resistance. Agency is integral to a discussion on
the relationship between practice, subjectivity, and structure, where agency is part of a
process of remaking larger social and cultural formations (Ortner 2006: 134). Although
agency and power are connected, one should be careful not to equate agency only with
resistance. Human emotions are always complex and contradictory, and resistance is only
one dimension of how agency operates. Locating agency only in terms of resistance and
subordination, as Saba Mahmood (2005) counters in her work with the women’s piety
movement in Cairo, ignores the projects, discourses, and desires that lie outside these
terms. As suggested by Simona’s earlier comment on the expectation of heterosexual
trans activists, the activists of REDMMUTRANS challenge some of the normative

2

I utilize sex-gender diversity in this thesis as a short cut for the multiple groups
and experiences that fall outside the cisgender and heterosexual norm. I decide to utilize
this term instead of LGBTI because I hope to include those people who might not
identify with any of the labels included under LGBTI but that might have experiences,
feelings, or desires that are non-normative. During this paper, I will mostly use sexgender diversity when discussing the different organized groups in the country that
organize around sexuality or gender identity.
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discourses based on their expression and defense of trans identities. However, these
practices do not aim to destabilize the system of gender itself, but to find legibility within
it, at times reinforcing normative assumptions about gender and sexuality. This desire for
inclusion within the national imaginary should not be disregarded, as it is a response of
the material realities and experiences of violence that come from exclusion and
oppression (Currier 2012).
Ortner (2006) distinguishes between two modalities of agency I find useful. One
closely related to power, and other related to people`s ability and desire to embark in
projects that temporarily hold larger power relationships at bay. As the case of
REDMMUTRANS demonstrates, these two forms of agency are not mutually exclusive
because often those who are subjugated have difficulty defining projects. However, the
ability to construe and conduct projects is, as Ortner explains, fundamental to show how
individual’s intentional capacity to pursue what is desirable for them. For Ortner, the
agency of projects is about people having “desires that grow out of their own structures
of life, including very centrally their own structures of inequality; it is in short about
people playing, or trying to play, their own serious games even as more powerful parties
seek to devalue and destroy them” (2006:147). Ortner’s ideas on agency-as-projects
strengthens Moore’s notion of fantasy. Fantasies of identity give shape to projects, and
the ability to construe projects allows individuals to pursue their own fantasies. I add,
following Mahmood’s approach to practice as a creative force, that the projects
themselves give rise to new fantasies and desires, which are enacted relationally as well
as individually. It is through practice that an individual can begin to expand from her
particular position into assuming the perspective of a whole.
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Subjectivity and identity are constructed through the interaction of multiple
discourses, practices, and experiences that are both individual and collective. These
complex interactions and negotiations occur within power differentials that affect
individual and collective investments in projects that become part of social struggles.
Understanding the relationship between subjectivity, identity, and practice is necessary to
understand the role that REDMMUTRANS, as a collective, has on the experiences of its
members.

1.4. Collective Identity and Strategic Choice

Projects and fantasies of identity exist within the collective meanings that
originate within a particular context. Projects are not only bound to individual identity
fantasies but also collective ones. In the story with which I started my discussion, Lisa
and Simona’s problems with Tara’s presentation on television went beyond
disagreements over language. The language and terms people use to organize their
experiences are not just descriptive of shared assumptions but are constitutive of
personhood and knowledge (Mahmood 2005). Tara’s presentation undercut their ideas of
what was most important about how these activists sought to constitute trans personhood.
One part of the problem is that the REDMMUTRANS activists do not consider
Tara as a participant in what these activists define as productive social change. A second
part of the problem arises from REDMMUTRANS’ desire to construct a collective
identity that differentiates them from other movements, such as those for lesbian and gay
rights. Collective fantasies are evident in what Currier (2012) calls visibility strategies.
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These arise from strategic choices, or the decisions that individuals make regarding how
they use their emotional, cultural, and material resources to pursue a goal (Jasper 2002;
Currier 2012). These choices affect the future decisions that future activists can make
including how to recruit, what programs and activities to make, to which funders to look,
and how to respond to perceived political opportunities (Jasper 2010; Currier 2012). Of
course, as is the case with the trans women activists in REDMMUTRANS, claiming an
identity can be, in itself, a strategic political choice. In this research, I consider whether
these practices themselves produce a form of moral subjectivity that should itself promote
further practices of activism and social change. Such practices include what Howe (2013)
names “intimate pedagogies,” small face-to-face interactions that connect intimate
aspects of peoples’ lives with larger rights discourses in order to create individuals versed
in aspects of gender and sexuality. Mahmood (2005) claims that practice endows the self
with capacities that provide the substance with which the self acts in the world. The
importance of these practices resides in the work they do in constituting the individual,
not only in the meaning they have to their practitioners. I will explore whether activism
as a practice and performance plays a role in the way individuals understand their sense
of self. In short, are the meanings behind being a trans woman constructed through
participating in activism?
By centering practice and discourse in my analysis, I will examine the ways
personal subjectivities and collective identities are entrenched within the processes and
strategies of collective mobilizing. In doing so, I frame my data within the collective
identity approach to social mobilization. Rather than positioning collective identity solely
as an impact of cultural movements, apart from institutional impacts such as legal reform
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and policy change, the collective identity approach looks at the ways identities can
transform the political playing field (Polletta and Jasper 2001). Moral subjectivities are
tied to the needs of the collective. Not only does the development of this sense of
accountability to the group help build solidarity, but it also promotes individual values
that extend beyond the movement (Epstein 1993). By linking individual identity to
activism, the organization assures its continuous existence and enhances the maintenance
of the social movement. Because the values, ideals, and symbols of activism become
internalized in the individual as she participates in activism, the practice of activism can
provide a way to strive towards the accomplishment of identity fantasies These fantasies,
thus, are constructed collectively through activist practice.

1.5. Guatemala in Context

In order to understand the situation of trans women in Guatemala, I must provide
some background on the recent history of Guatemala, specifically the internal armed
conflict (1960-1996) between military and armed guerilla forces. This conflict, the result
of centuries of inequality and divisive racial politics, as well as the discontent that
followed the U.S. backed end to the Revolutionary Period (1944-1954) and the military
governments that ensued, affects every aspect of the Guatemalan social fabric. Decades
of violence, extrajudicial executions, and forced disappearances have left an open wound
in the country, and made Guatemalans permanently suspicious of the government and
even other citizens (Nelson 2009). The particular violence that indigenous communities
suffered during these periods, the lack of justice for the victims of war crimes, and the
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sexualized forms of punishment during this period, has made evident the deep history of
racialized and gendered inequality of the country, currently exacerbated by neoliberal
policies, raising national debt, and widespread corruption (Nelson 2009; Thomas, Lewis
O’Neill, and Offit 2011; Green 1999; Carey and Torres 2010). The wounds of the war
continue as Guatemala returned to military leadership in 2012 with the election of the
General Otto Perez Molina, who, according to some of the activists and advocates I
encountered during my research, has shifted back and forth from outward rejection to
indifferent negligence on the matters of sex-gender diversity rights (CITE). Informing
Molina’s shifting attitudes in regards to sex-gender diversity have been a series of reports
published by human rights organizations and activists (CAS 2010; FMM 2012;
Marroquín n.d; Leonardo Segura 2014; Polanco 2008; OTRANS et al. 2012;
REDLACTRANS 2012; Zapeta Mazariegos 2011).
These reports aim to document the precarious position that sex-gender diversity
holds in Guatemala. As these reports demonstrate, trans people in Guatemala exist on the
margins of a conservative state that, through engagement in religious politics, not only
privileges heteronormative relationships, but also actively rejects sexual and gender
diversity. There is significant opposition to discussing sex-gender diversity from both
governmental authorities and the public. 3 Most of the public dialogue over sex-gender

3

Religious leaders have shown less opposition than political leaders. In the
context of trans struggle for legal recognition, the representative of the Conferencia
Episcopal, the Catholic leaders in Guatemala, expressed that they wouldcould accept
legal changes to gender in national identity documents, if these encompassed only
changes to that document. They indicated that same sex marriage would be unacceptable,
but changes in legal documents for trans individuals were reasonable. However, they
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diversity occurs through social media networks. Education campaigns about sex-gender
diversity often give rise to comments that use religion or social inequality as reasons to
deny or support the claims of discrimination of sex-gender diversity. The following
comments by people responding to a social media campaign 4 evidence this position:
If you were born male, male you are, God sent you that way and
God is wise. I believe that my rights as a male gender citizen would be
violated by the situations proposed in this campaign.
Si naciste masculino, masculino eres, así te mando [sic] Dios y
Dios es sabio. Creo que mis derechos como ciudadano de genero [sic]
masculino se verían violentados ante este tipo de situaciones de esta
campaña.
In a country where corruption and injustice are overflowing, the
right to sexual preferences has no space when people are starving to death.
En un país donde la corrupción y la injusticia se desbordan. El
derecho a las preferencias sexuales no tiene cupo entre las necesidades de
un pueblo que se muere de hambre.
These comments illustrate how the generalized violence and impunity that
occurs within the Guatemalan nation serves as a backdrop to the violence and
discrimination that trans women experience in Guatemala, as well as the fact that
people can commit crimes against them with impunity. Violence against sexgender diversity, as part of a larger problem of gender-based violence, occurs

claimed that their legal advisors needed to study and analyze the proposition (Monica
Leonardo Segura, personal communication).
4
These comments are a response to a media campaign organized by Red Nacional
de Diversidad Sexual y VIH en Guatemala, or REDNADS (National Network of Sexual
Diversity and HIV of Guatemala). This campaign included gay, lesbian, and transgender
identified individuals, as well as high profile people in posters expressing their support
for sex-gender diversity rights. This campaign has provoked much backlash, as
REDNADS has amply discussed through their Facebook and twitter page. These
comments are a response to a picture that calls for the recognition of transgender
identities posted in REDNADS's Facebook page. The comments presented here are my
own translation.
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within generalized civic insecurity affecting all of Guatemalan society. Guatemala
has one of the highest per capita murder rates in the world at 41.4 per 100,000
habitants (UNODC 2011: 107). Between 1999 and 2006, homicidal violence
increased 120%, from 2,655 in 1999 to 5,885 in 2006 (UNDP 2007:9). This
occurs in conjunction with high levels of poverty. Based on 2011 data, around
53.7% of the population lives under the poverty line (World Bank 2015). As the
case of REDMMUTRANS demonstrates, gender, ethnicity, and class are deeply
intertwined. Women (both trans and cis gender) in conditions of poverty are more
prone to be victims of violence and to be persecuted for violating gendered
expectations (Green 1999). Structural inequality means, in addition, that
indigenous people are more prone to live in poverty, and thus have less access to
networks and services to prevent or manage violence.
Within these statistics, gender-based violence necessitates extra attention.
Gender-based violence, including sexual violence, and particularly rape, was a
military strategy during the internal armed conflict (1960-1996) (GHRC 2008).
For example, records show that women were often raped in front of their
communities before mass assassinations as a way to demonstrate the community’s
lack of control (Carey and Torres 2010). Bodies of murder and rape victims were
displayed as a way to instill terror and feelings of vulnerability. The news
attention to rape and murder victims during the armed conflict resonate with the
contemporary focus on the victims of violence instead of the perpetrators of the
social support for this violence (Carey and Torres 2010; Godoy-Paiz 2012).
Although legislative reform occurred through the passing of the 2008 Ley Contra
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el Femicidio y Otras Formas de Violencia Contra la Mujer (Law Against
Femicide and Other Forms of Violence against Women), the rates of violence
against women have not decreased (Godoy-Paiz 2012). Rather, violence against
women has increased after the Peace Accords of 1996 that officially ended the
internal armed conflict. Guatemala recorded 772 murders in 2008 (GHRC 2008),
and 663 in 2012 (GGM 2013) as femicide. Additionally more than 20,000 cases
were presented in 2011 under the 2008 law and yet less than two percent of the
2011 perpetrators were convicted (Musalo and Bookey 2013). Additionally,
structural violence against women, which does not take the shape of direct
individual actions, is often overlooked. Cecilia Menjívar (2015), for example
discusses how veiled violence in the shape of social control, devaluation,
humiliation, reduced access to resources, becomes normalized. In a background of
generalized fear and inequality, the normalization of these forms of violence
makes possible the more gruesome and physical expressions of gendered
violence.
Although the 2008 law does not explicitly contemplate it, I include
violence against trans women within gender-based violence because of the shared
characteristics that define them. Just as Menjívar explains, a conservative gender
ideology regulates the lives of both trans and cisgender 5 women. Much of the
violence (physical, sexual, and psychological) directed at trans women is because
5

I will use “cisgender” as a way to identify people who where assigned female at
birth and that continue identifying as women. I use this, instead as “biological women” or
simply “women” to call attention to the way normative gender identifications also arise
from a social process of subjectivation, not through biological imperatives.
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of their gender identity and their social readability as gender non-normative. In
the case of homicides, the form and nature of the murders against both trans
women and cisgender women defines them as distinct from other murders. These
murders are defined through overkill, targeted mutilation of body parts,
reproductive organs, and faces, which evince saña, or hate (Godoy-Paiz 2012).
The national media outlets remain silent on the violent crimes towards trans
women. Discussions about gender identity or sexual orientation are missing from
the newspapers with the highest distribution. The main newspaper Prensa Libre,
mentioned the murders, or attempted murders, of trans women only three times in
the last ten years compared to the much higher number of deaths reported in
social media or through word of mouth. However, none of the stories refers to the
deceased by their preferred gender identity, but as men who, an often
unidentified, observer identified as travesti, a common term used to refer to men
dressed as women. 6
The behavior of women has historically been controlled and, if defined as
deviant, even criminalized within the country. Martha Few's (2002) work on
colonial Guatemala, Cindy Forster's (1999) work on violence against women in

6

Enrique Paredes, “Ultiman a Hombre en Escuintla.” Prensa Libre (Guatemala),
June 17, 2013 at http://www.prensalibre.com/escuintla/Ultiman-hombreEscuintla_0_939506210.html (accessed 01/08/2015); “Capturan a Hombre que Intentó
Asesinar a Travesti en Zona 2.” Prensa Libre (Guatemala), July 31, 2014 at
http://www.prensalibre.com/noticias/justicia/homicidio-travesti-zona_2-pncviolencia_0_1184881588.html (accessed 01/08/2015); Víctor Chamalé, “Matan a
Estilista en Chimaltenango.” Prensa Libre (Guatemala), March 15, 2014 at
http://www.prensalibre.com/departamental/violencia-muerto-estilistaChimaltenango_0_1102089968.html (accessed 01/08/2015).
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mid 20th century Guatemala and Linda Green's (1999) work on women’s
insecurity in rural Guatemala after the 1996 Peace Accords, discuss the racial and
class underpinning of the process of labeling poor and indigenous women as
“evil” or “bad” women, with morality that could not be defended. The situation of
trans women in Guatemala currently exists within a context that Samayoa (2011)
has defined as “social cleansing,” or a mechanism of selective and arbitrary
repression by, or in complicity with, agents of the state that endangers the
individuals’ right to life. Social cleansing campaigns reflect a social fantasy of the
need to cleanse society from social ills. The state helps normalize, and at times,
perpetuates targeted violence against indigenous people, the poor, women, and
sexual and gender minorities. During the internal armed conflict (1960-1996)
especially, the use of extrajudicial and arbitrary executions epitomized the
genocidal violence against indigenous communities, and sexual violence was used
against women as a form of counterinsurgency, to shame men and women and
increase feelings of vulnerability (Carey and Torres 2010).
The postwar reconciliation process that followed the 1996 Peace Accords
propelled an uneven shift towards democratic institutions accompanied by free
market and neoliberal economic policies and the privatization of security. The
militarization of the police and privatization of security providers has led to an
increased criminalization of poverty and support for inequality (Thomas, Lewis
O’Neill, and Offit 2011). Zona 1 of Guatemala City, where the entirety of my
fieldwork took place, is a center of informal economic activity where cheap food
and merchandise is common, as is hustling, sex work, and, in recent years, violent
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crime. The oldest historic zone of the city, which was once home of the urban
elite, has now been abandoned for peripheral zones in a process of
suburbanization. However, programs of public renewal attempt to rid the
historical center of mostly poor and indigenous street vendors, who the
government considers undesirable elements, as well as sex workers (Véliz and
Lewis O’Neill 2011).
Trans women are at risk since they are poor, they participate in the
informal economy, and they transgress binary conceptions of gender. As the
earlier online comments by cisgender people show, there is a strong belief that the
existence of people outside the gender binary threatens other’s sense of self, in
turn pushing them to support exclusion of trans people. In Guatemala, sex and
gender are conceptualized as joint to the extent that these terms are used
interchangeably in legal documents. All children have to be registered and obtain
a birth certificate no later than 60 days after birth. 7 The requirements for
registering an infant in the Registro Nacional de Personas, also known as RENAP
(National Registry of People), include the validation by a medical professional or
a midwife of parentage and assigned sex. Sex is assigned at the moment of birth.
Sex assignment is based on normative perceptions that construct sex as biological
and is defined in dichotomous terms. Moreover, the allowed categories –female
and male – lead to assigning gender based upon the appearance of genitalia. The
genitalia that one possesses is therefore a legal and medical tool to make bodies
7

This can be found in Guatemala. Ley del Registro Nacional de Personas Decreto
Número 90-2005. December 14, 2005, art. 71.
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legitimate and normal (Cromwell 1999:36). Moreover, genital sex is supposed to
define an intrinsic truth of the individual, to define their gender, gender
expression, and the social roles that individual fulfills throughout their life.
Binary gender, and the norms and expectations it carries, is one of the
bases for intelligibility in the country. To be unintelligible in this world is to not
have the right to exist as human (Butler 2004). As has been explored by scholars
working with transgender communities in Latin America, even within generalized
insecurity, violence, and impunity, trans women hold a particularly vulnerable
position. Not only are trans women outside the limited protection of the state,
their access to other resources, such as education, labor opportunities, and, in
many cases, familial life, is extremely hindered as the discrimination over their
gender identity permeates all aspects of their lives (Kulick 1998; Prieur 1998;
Lewis 2010; Fernández 2004; Gonzáles Pérez 2003). Local activism, together
with international awareness of the marginalization of sex-gender diversity in
Guatemala, has led to an increase in the presence of non-governmental
organizations (NGOs) whose aim is to improve life conditions for sex-gender
diversity.
The postwar period also brought growth in the presence and activity of
international aid organizations and an increase in the number of NGOs. Trans
women have utilized these avenues to acquire resources in order to improve their
living conditions following the lead of the movement for Maya cultural rights. In
the time leading up to the 1996 Peace Accords and in the years since, the
mobilization around indigenous and Maya rights has achieved successful changes
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in the position of Maya people within the country. With the help of international
resources and pressure on the government, Maya organizations rejected the call to
be assimilated into hegemonic society and called for the explicit acceptance and
recognition of Mayan identity, leading towards the recognition of
multiculturalism (Hale 2006). The value and recognition of Maya identity came
into focus during the Peace Accords, which called for the elimination of racial
discrimination and stated Maya rights to language, religion, spirituality,
education, clothing, and management of their internal affairs.
The relative success of Maya organizing has served as an example to
other social movements in Guatemala. However, the simultaneous rise of
multiculturalism in Guatemala has led to what Charles Hale (2005) calls
neoliberal multiculturalism, where neoliberal reforms provide flexibility for
indigenous cultural rights so that people come to govern themselves under global
capitalism. In doing so, cultural rights reinforce neoliberal self-governance and
direct dissent to unthreatening ends. Therefore, even if neoliberal multiculturalism
allows for the endorsement of Maya cultural rights, the logic of multiculturalism
also places limits on Maya ascendency. Through discussing “culture” instead of
“race,” neoliberal multiculturalism makes for a more tenacious racial hierarchy,
allowing for cultural recognition without challenging racial privilege. Thus,
despite REDMMUTRANS attempts to include indigenous and rural gender nonnormative female identified people, their approach to multiculturalism
unfortunately does little to challenge the racial hierarchies of the country. In their
calls to multiculturalism, these activists are inadvertently supporting the lasting
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divisions between the capital/the interior, modernity/tradition, and
mestizo/indigenous that locate progress within to the non-indigenous metropolis.
As I will elaborate in Chapter 3, REDMMUTRANS maintains the expectations
that its indigenous and rural members will adopt the forms of knowledge
presented by metropolitan, non-indigenous activists. Guatemala City, and the
transnational influences that flow through it, remains the model for development
in the country –a global modernity that is based on the idealization of foreign
influences, policies of whitening, and neoliberal ideals.
Pressure from sex-gender diversity organizations and international aid
agencies has begun to create some changes, at least on paper. Recently, the
National Human Rights Ombudsman (PDH) joined efforts from the Presidential
Commission on Human Rights (COPREDEH) to develop a public policy on
sexual orientation and gender identity. These efforts build on the opening in 2014
of the Office for the Defense of Sexual Diversity. Although the presence of this
office points to some political interest in acknowledging the situation of sexgender diversity in the country, little real change has occurred within
governmental structures to improve the precarious social position of trans people
in the country. Guatemala, for example, does not have legislation that protects
individuals from discrimination based on sexual orientation or gender diversity.
Trans activists in the country link the lack of legal recognition of identity to social
exclusion. In order to counteract social exclusion, trans activists together with
national consultants and support from United Nations, are currently preparing a
Gender Identity Law proposal. This law would allow individuals to change their
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legal sex in national records and identity documents. Trans activists in Guatemala
consider state recognition of their identities a critical step in changing their
exclusion from social and legal spaces in the nation. Through participating in a
political struggle for the right to legally change their sex in their identity
documents, Guatemalan activists follow the recent precedent of other Latin
American countries 8 (Leonardo Segura 2014). Trans activists in Guatemala
consider this change an integral step to challenge the institutionalized transphobia
that affects their daily lives. REDMMUTRANS was not part of the work team
developing this law during my period of fieldwork, but have since been included.
This thesis will elaborate on some of the discourses and practices that
REDMMUTRANS utilizes to ensure its participation in this legislative process. I
will elaborate on the contents of this thesis in the section that follows.

1.6. Overview of Thesis

The theories of subjectivity and identity that I presented in this chapter present
several questions that I will investigate in the Guatemalan context throughout this thesis.
8

Uruguay passed its law in 2009, though it still requires psychological
interventions; Mexico in 2008, though it is only effective in the Federal District; and
Argentina in 2012. There are parliamentary debates currently held in Chile and Ecuador.
Brazilian courts have granted name and sex changes to transgender individuals since
2009. Trans groups in Colombia, El Salvador, and Honduras are also pushing for the
adoption of a Gender Identity Law. See: Uruguay. La Identidad de Género y al Cambio
de Nombre y Sexo en Documentos Identificatorios. L. No. 18.620. (D.O. 17 nov/009 –
No. 27858);
Argentina. Ley de Identidad de Género. Ley 26.742 (B.O. 24 may/2012 –No.32.404);
México. A.D. Civil 6/2008 relacionado con la Facultad de Atracción 3/2008-PS. Suprema
Corte de Justicia de la Nación.
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This thesis will center primarily in the following three questions: (1) what does it mean to
be “trans” for the activists of REDMMUTRANS? (2) What role does activism have in the
way REDMMUTRANS’s activists understand their experiences and identities? (3) How
do institutional practices and strategies reflect and maintain the collective identity of the
group? I will utilize data from interviews, participant observation, and institutional
documents to offer glimpses both into the lives of the activists that shared their time with
me and of the organization REDMMUTRANS.
By paying attention to discourse and practice as a starting point, I will investigate
the role that global and local discourses have in subject formation and collective
mobilization. Are activist practices creating particular forms of social identities that are
centered in moral accountability to the collective as well as personal experience? By
looking at the meaning that the term “trans” has for these particular activists, I explore
whether transnational sexual rights discourses form a type of “tautology of development,”
gaining more status than previous understandings of gender and sexual difference (CruzMalavé and Manalansan 2002). What role does the organization play in this process? I
will also investigate how transnational discourses of gender identity affect
REDMMUTRANS’ construction of itself as a political actor, and its social and political
claims to the state.
Chapter 2 provides an analysis of my methodology, including a description of the
difficulties and opportunities that arose during my fieldwork. I also go into detail on the
unexpected changes in my approach to methods, in order to give a background to how my
personal relationships with the activists of REDMMUTRANS color my analysis. In this
chapter, I also provide some preliminary background to the history of the organization.
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Chapter 3 and 4 constitute the core of my analysis. In Chapter 3, I look at the
histories of several of the members of REDMMUTRANS, examining particularly the
events that led them to become part of activist groups. By looking at the way in which
activism makes diverse gender discourses available to its members, I engage with the
influence that activism has had in the development of moral subjectivities that depend as
much on a gender identity as on economic and social marginalization. In Chapter 4, I
shift my attention to the way REDMMUTRANS builds its institutional identity. Looking
at the event Talentos de Género, as a case study, I explore some of the strategic choices
the organization makes to position itself as a political actor. In doing so, I explore the
relationship among REDMMUTRANS, other civil society organizations, and the
international development industry.
The final chapter provides a synthesis of my analysis, bringing the previous
chapters together, aiming to reiterate and give justice to the complexity of subject and
identity formation that occur through REDMMUTRANS activism. Finally, I explore
some avenues for further research.
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CHAPTER 2. FEMINIST ETHNOGRAPHIC METHODS: POSITIONALITY AND
FLEXIBILITY

My interest in the study of trans identities arose from several years studying and
working to gain an understanding of how sexuality and gender regulate people’s lives.
Because of my undergraduate employment in the Edmonia Lewis Center for Women and
Transgender People at Oberlin College in 2012, I had the opportunity after graduation to
work as a research assistant in Guatemala on a project led by UNAIDS. Through
bibliographical research and interviews, this project aimed to report on the situation trans
women in Guatemala and Central America. Through this work I was able to get in
contact with REDMMUTRANS.
After talking with three of the leaders of REDMMUTRANS in December 2013, I
decided to conduct research with them by joining the organization as a regular volunteer.
Being a volunteer allowed me to participate in workshops, forums, and other activities
the organization was engaged in, as well as to get to know the other volunteers and
observe daily interactions. Working as a volunteer also provided an opportunity for me to
conduct ethnographic observations while at the same time tackling some of the concerns I
had about the power differential involved in conducting research. It was important to me
to situate my research within a feminist methodology that encouraged reciprocity
between my multiple interlocutors and me as a researcher.
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The potential of ethnography as a feminist methodology has been amply
discussed and endorsed by several anthropologists and ethnographers in other fields
(Wheatley 1994; Stacey 1988; Buch and Staller 2013; Lather 2001; Huisman 2008; Wolf
1996; Stacey 1994). These writers argue that ethnography offers a theoretical alternative
to positivist research that claims objectivity. Where positivism calls for a separation
between the researcher and the research subjects, ethnography necessitates rapport
between these parties and encourages relationships and reciprocity between the
researcher and the research participants (Stacey 1988; Wheatley 1994). However, the
ethnographer’s position as an expert speaking about observations of difference is also
fraught. The process of research, data analysis, and writing constantly risk constructing
“a dichotomy of the western normal versus the other” (Sprague 2005). When I planned
this research, I was aware that both my role as a researcher and my place in the
Guatemalan social structure created specific power dynamics and imbalances in my
interactions with the activists of REDMMUTRANS.
My social position in Guatemala as a middle class person of European descent
with high access to educational opportunity, locates me in a different, and unequal,
situation towards the women of REMMUTRANS, who are primarily working class and
have limited access to education. I also possess cisgender privilege, that is, I am able to
claim a gender identity that matches my sex assigned at birth and some of society’s
expectations of femininity. In most cases, the women from REMMUTRANS and I share
a nationality and a desire to improve the living conditions for gender non-conforming
people in the country. However, the similarities seem limited considering the factors that
separate us and that have the potential to construct the encounter between us as one that is
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exploitative and that increases their vulnerability. I am constantly concerned over my
ability and legitimacy to research, discuss, and interpret the lives of the trans women I
will refer to in this thesis. The constant question is whether I can escape the internalized
transphobia and cissexism that permeated my socialization and that are reflected in my
experience.

2.1. Planning Fieldwork: Early Difficulties with Methodology

With my original approach to methodology, I wanted to tackle the potential power
dynamics between the activists and me, although I was aware of the impossibility of
completely erasing our different subject positions. Being a full time volunteer was part of
my attempt to construct a relationship with the activists that was based, at least to an
extent, on mutual support. As a volunteer I could support the daily workings of the
organization, help them with letter writing and progress on report writing, deliveries, and
technical support, as well as letting them borrow a computer when they lost access to
theirs 9. Volunteering allowed me to observe the daily interactions of the activists, so that
I could observe and discuss the often-conflicting narratives and discourses over
experience, work, and activism. It also allowed me to share with the activists some of the
frustrations over the difficulties that come from the lack of a physical space and
inadequate access to computers and the Internet.

9

During my research, I kept two computers: my research computer, which no one
but me had access too; and a secondary computer, which I borrowed from a friend, which
I brought to REDMMUTRANS daily. All of REDMMUTRANS’s files where regularly
copied into the organization’s flash drives.
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However, sharing these daily interactions also made it impossible for me to avoid
separating myself from the daily workings of the organization. I often got terribly
frustrated when the work was inefficient or the working atmosphere was heated or
hostile. I realized how difficult it was for me to separate my idealistic ideas of how an
activist organization should work from the way I was making notes and interpreting
events. Participating as a volunteer also exacerbated the personality tensions between
some of the members of the organization and me. However, it also provided space for
building rapport and constructing friendships with other volunteers. Joining the
organization as a volunteer was almost the only part of my methods that did not change in
the field.
In order to deal with the power differentials that I discussed above, I had initially
proposed a project based on collaborative methods. Participatory methodologies allow for
a large level of reflexivity, both from part of the researcher and the participants.
Participatory methodology provides a space to reconsider the relationship between the
researcher and the informants, as it recognizes the validity of the participants’ knowledge
and analysis (Clark-Ibañez 2004). The experience of the women of REMMUTRANS has
to be the ground for theory. Through including participatory methodologies, I wanted to
include the women from REMMUTRANS in the process of knowledge production in a
way that not only supported my research goals but also provided them with useful
material for their activist efforts.
Initially, wanted to focus on collaborative photography. I intended to use
PhotoPAR, a form of collaborative photographic creation and analysis, as a way to
engage in photo elicitation interviews, and as a way to produce photographs
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REDMMUTRANS could put on their website, which I and the activists decided I was to
help construct. The use of community photographic methods has been discussed in detail
in its use for studying public health development (Wang and Burris 1997; Guillemin and
Drew 2010); low-income children (Allen 2012; Clark-Ibañez 2004); armed conflict
survivors (Lykes 2010); and literacy programs (Prins 2010). Participant photography has
the ability to “illuminate cultural phenomena through visual documentation, and provide
nuanced understanding of cultural performances and ideological standpoints” (Allen
2012, 455). Additionally, I was attracted to PhotoPAR because of its potential to actively
acknowledge the informants as actors and co-producers of knowledge instead of passive
sources. Because the participants have complete discretion over the production of images
–as a researcher I only ask them to take the pictures and share them with me— they hold
the authority during the interview process to decide what is important and relevant to
discuss, actively challenging the conventional interview structure (Harper 2002).
However, although some of my interlocutors appeared interested or even excited about
photo-elicitation, it did not happen. My interlocutors either forgot or were too busy to
take pictures. Although I made sure to remind them about the pictures before the
interview, I did not insist.
Moreover, I planned to conduct focus groups with the members of the
REDMMUTRANS in order to discuss the development and content of the website.
Because REDMMUTRANS presence online is limited to a Facebook page, the
development of their website was one of their priorities. Part of my job was to help them
develop this website. I wanted to include the activists in this process. In these focus
groups I wanted to engage in collective photo elicitation in order to decide which pictures
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should be shown in the website. Clark-Ibañez (2004) states that group settings are
particularly productive in eliciting extended personal narratives, allowing for the multiple
meanings of the same picture to come to the forefront. Discussing photographs as a group
in order to agree on what elements should go into the website would provide space for the
women of REMMUTRANS to create and examine the communal meaning of the pictures
and their specific historical context. However, ethnographic fieldwork seems to be
nothing but a collection of odd and unexpected turns. As I was quick to realize, the actual
realities of the organization, together with my inexperience and lack of assertiveness,
were such that I was unable to conduct any of the collaborative projects as I first
intended.
Additionally, REDMMUTRANS lost access to the office space that they had been
using during the week after I arrived in Guatemala City, after the organization of sex
workers that had been housing them decided to withdraw its support. Consequently, they
lost access to computers, printers, and Internet, as well as a space to conduct workshops
and meetings. For the most part of my time with them, we were working from the house
of Simona, the leader of the organization. These limitations actively limited my ability to
conduct focus groups and collective projects, especially because the lack of resources
made even the most elementary work of the organization slow and difficult.
Moreover, REDMMUTRANS activists eschewed my research suggestions,
largely because they had already accommodated other researchers and artists and did not
find what I had to offer too helpful. For example, I had first proposed to do a collective
video project, but when I got to the organization, REDMMUTRANS had recently
finished a video project with a Colombian artist. This project, Talentos de Género,
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provided the ground for a political forum REDMMUTRANS conducted during my first
weeks of fieldwork. Because of this, the visual projects that I had presented them in
December was no longer of interest, especially because of my inability to further support
the organization with any institutional funding or potential political allies.
My methodological goals to construct methods that supported rapport and
reciprocity with the community proved difficult to achieve. This became evident midway
through my field season. I thought my research objectives were clear with the group as I
had discussed my research with the leaders the previous December, when we agreed on
my volunteer position, and over our online communication. However, Lisa, one of the
activists, approached me a couple of weeks after my research had began, to tell me that
Simona, one of the leaders, was upset that I had not mentioned my research. This
confused me as I thought I had explained my research adequately but, evidently, I had not
done so effectively. I later went to Simona to apologize and draft a formal research
agreement. However, this early lack of clarity plagued the rest of my research, making it
difficult for me to develop rapport with Simona, effectively affecting our personal and
professional relations. All of these factors actively limited my ability to employ the
methods I had originally planned.

2.2. Conducting Fieldwork: Methods When Plans Fail

Unlike my original plan, my research focused exclusively on (1) participant
observation and (2) semi-structured interviews, both formal and informal.
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Participant observation is widely considered the foundational method for
anthropological and ethnographic research. Participant observation entails participating in
the lives and practices of communities while actively observing. In spending time with
the different trans activists, observing the everyday activities of the organization,
accompanying them while they ran errands, and attending their events, participant
observation allowed me to get a sense of the explicit, as well as tacit, aspects of their
reality. Because I spent most of the day engaged in office work with the organization, I
engaged in research as an “observing participant” (Bernard 2011). This allowed me to
focus on my work as a volunteer, capitalizing on the limited value as an insider that this
role gave me, although that meant that I took less detailed notes on the go. I took
“jottings” during the day, which I promptly transcribed into extended field notes at the
end of each workday (Bernard 2011, 389). Engaging in everyday interactions with the
trans activists and developing rapport and friendships with my interlocutors was essential
to acquiring information on the way these activists experience and understand their
identity on a daily basis. Moreover, it allowed a comparison of the different discourses
the activists use to describe their experiences.
The reflexive and critical turn in anthropology and other disciplines shed light on
the power differences that permeate ethnographic research. Stacey (1988) illuminates
how participant observation allows the ethnographer to have multiple positions vis-à-vis
any community. She discusses how the conflict of interests between “the ethnographer as
authentic, related person (i.e. participant), and as exploiting researcher (i.e. observer) are
also an inescapable feature of ethnographic method” (1988, 23). I found this to be the
case in my research experience. I attempted to make my presence beneficial though
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trying to be useful for the organization. I also attempted to create genuine bonds with
these activists, who I deeply admire. My role as a volunteer supported these attempts as it
provided common experiences for bonding. The friendships I developed with some of the
trans activists allowed for my research to have information about their day to day lives,
thus allowing me to ground my research, to an extent, in the complex personal experience
of individuals. The close relationships that I strived to construct with my interlocutors
helped me humanize their position but also put them in a particularly risky position for
exploitation (Stacey 1988). Precisely because ethnography and participant observation
somewhat blurs the divisions between being a researcher and being a friend, I was
concerned that the trans women in REDMMUTRANS were giving me information due to
our status as a friend or coworker or confidant without considering that such information
is on the record (Kirsch 2005). This is particularly relevant because my research, and
specially the written product, has the potential for “outing” individuals as trans, as well as
providing evidence of participation in informal economic activities. With the exception of
sex work, I decided to keep most of the informal economic activities I observed out of
this thesis, to avoid any risk to their lives, livelihoods or survival strategies.
This concern became particularly relevant after Lisa talked to me about Simona’s
unawareness of my research. At that point, I could do nothing but apologize and clarify
my role and interests. I continued trying to be useful, supporting them, as they needed.
Therefore, during this time I wrote letters, distributed pamphlets, wrote progress reports,
and helped brainstorm funding ideas. I also attended all workshops sponsored or attended
by the group and supported their activities. During these events, I was able to meet other
activists from the network and hear some of the stories they shared in the group.
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Additionally, the workshops provided me with constant reality checks over my
particular position within the group. My position as cisgender and my international
education marked me somewhat as a foreigner, although not enough to have significant
cultural capital. Because of my role as a volunteer, I was encouraged to participate and
give opinions as an integral part of the educational process. However, I constantly felt
stress over the expectations for my participation. Often I would say something and find
myself, in the best-case scenario, immediately shut down, or in the worse, overhearing
how much my “need to be right” embarrassed them. Therefore, I was often trying to
navigate their push to participate “in order to learn” and the implicit limits of that
participation.
My inability to properly navigate the expectations of my participation also came
to the fore during the development of the organizational website. The attempts I made to
engage in creative cooperation with the activists in order to decide on the content of the
website were met with mild annoyance. The daily difficulties and work that maintaining
an organization involves made it so that participating in the website process was not a
priority. Moreover, I was supposed to know enough about the organization already to
construct the website myself. Attempting to be open to the desires of the organization, I
used the informational material they had, which included two brochures: one on gender
identity, and one on the history of the organization. I showed the website to Simona and
Lucía throughout the process and I got good feedback. I also attempted to explain to them
what they would need to do to update and maintain the website.
However, after I left, Lucía told me that Simona had decided not to use the
website. As she explained, Simona was worried about their technical ability to maintain
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it. I tried not to take this personally although I was disappointed to realize I had been
unable to produce something the organization could, and would want to, use. Moreover, I
was upset that I had been unable to build enough rapport with Simona that she would feel
confortable asking me to elaborate on my technical explanations of website management.
Despite setbacks, my presence in their organization was useful because of my access to
particular technological equipment. The laptop and camera I brought with me facilitated
the organization’s work after they lost access to their equipment. I contributed by lending
REDMMUTRANS my laptop, taking pictures of events and meetings, and managing
their Facebook page, their only form of online presence.
While participant observation allowed me to be a part of the community activities
and provided access to a wide range of information, interviews provided a way to ask
specific questions (Bernard 2011). I used both formal and informal semi-structural
interviews because they provided flexibility in the topics that they cover and the
information that they can elicit (Bernard 2011). Informal interviews included goaloriented conversations that occurred because of participant-observation. In this method, I
would ask questions and let the conversation develop organically between the people in
the room. This allows getting information that might not come up in more formal
interview settings (Bernard 2011).
Interviews provided important insights into how my interlocutors understood their
histories and their identities. I began in-depth interviews in the second part of my
research. Delaying formal interviews allowed me to develop questions based on the
insights I made through participant-observation. Because of the lack of organizational
space, and my landlord’s explicit request that I not bring any trans women to the house, I
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decided to conduct these interviews over lunch. Therefore, I bought lunch for the
interviewees in a restaurant of their choice, usually a fast food restaurant, and conducted
the interview there. My informants informed me that they did not mind doing the
interviews in public places, as this has been the norm when other people had interviewed
them. Usually we managed to find an empty space in the restaurants, away from other
people, and we paid particular attention to making sure that no one they knew was
present. Particularly, it was necessary to avoid other members of REDMMUTRANS so
that we could openly discuss the organization. However, because of the public nature of
the interview space, I was unable (or unwilling) to ask for information about topics such
as police abuse, sexual assault, and sexual conduct. However, these topics came up often
in conversation, and so I could get an idea of people’s experiences.
I conducted six formal interviews with REDMMUTRANS’s activists, all of
whom self-identified as trans women. With the exception of one, all the activists I
interviewed were at the time, or had been in the past, part of the central leadership, or
work-team, of REDMMUTRANS, and lived in Guatemala City. The last of my
interviews was with a trans woman from Alta Verapáz who was beginning to get
involved in the organization. Her interview provides some contrast to those experiences
of the activists that have been actively involved in political activism for some time. I also
conducted one short interview with one of the artists that participated in the production of
Talentos de Género, REDMMUTRANS awareness rising video/photography forum
(Chapter 4).
Planning the interviews proved challenging. Plans to conduct interviews
constantly fell through and I found difficulties in navigating institutional hierarchies and
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politics. For example, I organized interviews with friends and coworkers as we shared
time in our daily interactions. I did not expect that the organization’s leader would take
offense at my organizing these interviews without her input. Organizing interviews was
further complicated because of the often unpredictable work schedule of
REDMMUTRANS. Although we were supposed to meet every day at nine, more often
than not the workdays would not start until noon or after lunch. Sometimes I would get a
call at 8:30 am to tell me to come over to work, sometimes at 9:00pm. Sometimes the
workday was cancelled without any notification. Planning interviews evidenced the
importance of flexibility during ethnographic research, both to deal with difficulties, and
to take advantage of opportunities.
Fortuitous opportunities also presented themselves. It was not until I first got to
their office in late May that I heard about Talentos de Género. This event prompted me to
start my fieldwork a couple of weeks earlier that I intended. This event and its planning
provided me with important insight into the way REDMMUTRANS organizes and
presents itself to national and international organizations. This event also provided a
venue to build rapport with the activists. I was able to go on long walks with other
volunteers as we distributed invitations, often in pouring rain. These walks provided
some of my first insights into the lives and experiences of the REDMMUTRANS
activists.
The multiple unexpected changes during this research project provided me with
opportunities as well as necessary reality checks. These changes forced me to reflect on
the way my complex position in the field affected the experiences I had and the data I
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was able to obtain. Consequently, my experiences in the field should serve as the
backdrop to the narratives and stories I tell in this thesis.

2.3. Situating REDMMUTRANS

The largest and oldest trans organization, Organización Trans Reinas de la Noche
[Queens of the Night Trans Organization] or OTRANS, began organizing in Guatemala
City in 2004. At that time, they identified as an organization for travestis, a term that
refers usually people who dress up as the opposite sex, most often men dressing as
women (Chapter 3). OTRANS began organizing through OASIS, the first gay and lesbian
organization in Guatemala. At first, OTRANS aimed to improve working conditions for
sex workers who, although male-assigned at birth, identified, or dressed, as women. As
Laura, the oldest member of REDMMUTRANS and one of the founders of the first
travesti collective commented, activists founded OTRANS as a direct response to the
economic hardships, violence, and danger that accompany sex work. The demographics
of this early organization also reflect the immigration of women-identified individuals
from El Salvador and other Central American countries due to the armed conflicts in
those countries and the particular difficulties for travestis in the countries of origin.
Therefore, many of the trans women in Guatemala, and in OTRANS, are immigrants.
Therefore, the trans movement grows from the working class, the majority of whom are
working class people who rely on the informal economy.
Of course, gender non-normativity was an important factor that both affected the
need to enter sex work and exacerbated the difficulties of its practice. Gender identity
became a focal point for constructing collective identity. It was through OTRANS that
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several of its members could travel to international conferences and meet other organized
groups from abroad. It was through this contact in the early 2000s that the terms
transgender and transsexual started to gain currency in Guatemala. OTRANS then started
to organize and educate not only about sex work, but also trans gender identities and
human rights.
The work of OTRANS was primarily focused in urban centers, although their
work has changed in the last years. REDMMUTRANS developed a separate focus that
led to their separation from OTRANS in 2012. REDMMUTRANS’s aim was to reach
people in the areas outside the urban that OTRANS covered. REDMMUTRANS has a
particular focus on providing Guatemalan women the opportunity to learn and obtain
leadership positions through activism. In this way, they attempt to position themselves as
different than OTRANS, whose structure they consider as hindering the development of
its members. The leadership of OTRANS is comprised of mostly immigrant trans
woman, but REDMMUTRANS, by contrast, promotes the development of Guatemalan
trans leaders. In doing so, REDMMUTRANS wants to provide support and information
according to needs specific to those who belong to Guatemala’s multiple ethic groups.
Since its beginnings, REDMMUTRANS aimed to establish a national network,
connecting different collectives in the country and promoting equality and participation.
Currently REDMMUTRANS consists of a central work-team based in Guatemala City
and four regional collectives in Alta Verapáz, Petén, Quiché, and Escuintla. Additionally
they are trying to organize collectives in Zacapa and Chimaltenango. REDMMUTRANS
works on three levels: (1) the central work-team; (2) a board of directors; and (3) the
local collectives.
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The central work-team is based in Guatemala City. This team conducts activities
and workshops with the trans women in the capital and organizes network-wide
conventions and workshops that bring together members from around the country.
Moreover, the work-team is in charge of fundraising and national lobbying, through
which they attempt to demand space for the trans women of the network in nation-wide
campaigns and decision-making processes. Although the work-team does most of the
logistical work, the board of directors makes collective decisions about the network and
its objectives. This board is compromised of some of the funding members of the
organization as well as the leaders of the regional collectives. In addition,
REDMMUTRANS conducts larger network meetings in order to learn the opinion of the
larger REDMMUTRANS communities. Finally, each regional collective organizes
educational activities and works for trans inclusion in their town and region’s decisionmaking processes.
During this research, I worked with the central work-team in Guatemala City,
although I met regional leaders and other members. Before going further, I will give
some more background to the individuals that are the center of this thesis, although I
elaborate on their experiences later (Chapter 3). My research focuses primarily around
the lives of five individuals who I refer to as, Simona, Lucía, Marta, Rocío, and Laura,
who were part of the REDMMUTRANS work-team during the period of my research.
These activists identify as mestiza and were born and raised in Guatemala City. With the
exception of Lucía, whose family is middle class, all of them come from working class
families. However, they all shared a loss of economic status after beginning their
transition. As is common with trans women in Guatemala and Central America, sex work
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provides them with their main form of income, although they supplement it with
international funding and, in some cases, a partner’s economic support. These five
activists use their income to support their families.
Simona began to get involved in activism in her early twenties. She started
participating in OTRANS educational activities, learning and developing herself as an
educator and a leader. Because of her work, she later became the vice-president of
OTRANS. Simona often says that, as a part of OTRANS, she was often trying to find
opportunities to attend workshops and conferences. However, she often discusses that the
leadership of OTRANS responded to these attempts to increase her participation with
resistance and discouragement. Because of personal difficulties, and a desire to gain more
independence and grow as a leader, Simona left OTRANS in 2012 to found
REDMMUTRANS with the support of other interested peers. Part of her desire to found
a new organization was to compensate for her experiences with the leadership of
OTRANS, encouraging the members of REDMMUTRANS to learn, participate, and
develop as leaders. During my period of fieldwork, Simona sustained herself almost
exclusively through sex work, although, she had a small wage through
REDMMUTRANS, thanks to funding by Central American Women's Fund (FCAM). Her
income also helps support her mother, who does not have any other children. FCAM
currently supports two of the REDMMUTRANS workers, Simona and Lucía, with a
small wage (which is about half minimal wage). Although this wage is small, it often
provided a reason for conflict within the organization, not only because some of the
work-team did not get a wage, but also because it was unclear the level and amount of
work that was expected for that compensation.
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Marta, for example, did not have a wage although she was one of the funding
members of organization. Lacking any family support and having been homeless since
her early youth, Marta began engaging in sex work and activism earlier than my other
informants. She was part of gay organizations before she joined OTRANS, and later
REDMMUTRANS. All of these organizations were essential for her to construct a
support network, and to gain access to education and work. Through her activist work,
she met her partner, another activist. She left OTRANS with Simona, helping and
supporting the early work of the organization. Personal problems led to an estrangement
between her and the rest of the work-team, leading her to leave the organization during
the early weeks of my fieldwork. However, I kept a good relationship with Marta and she
became one of my closest friends and informants.
Together with Simona, Lucía was the activist most consistently present in
REDMMUTRANS’s everyday activities during my fieldwork. She was a member of both
OTRANS and REDMMUTRANS until the tensions between these organizations pushed
her to become a volunteer exclusively with REDMMUTRANS. Lucía currently holds the
highest educational level of the current work-team, with a technical degree. She worked
in national hospitals until she began her transition, when she was fired. Lucía often
explains that she loved her work in the hospital, and that her desire to help people was
part of her drive to participate in activism. Just as Lucía, Rocío, a previous member of the
work-team has suffered much difficulty in accessing educational activities. As a trans
woman, she attended the National University for a licenciatura, the equivalent of a
bachelor’s degree. However, she has been unable to pass her oral examination because,
she claims, one of her teachers has actively refused to pass her. She currently works as a
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legal aid, and wants to re-take her exams soon, although she does not hold much hope.
She is member of multiple activist organizations, and expects to be able to use her
university degree to support the trans movement.
Finally, Laura is one of the oldest members of REDMMUTRANS. As she told
me, Laura enjoys supporting activist organizations; she does not spend as much time with
the daily activities as some of the other members. Laura was part of the earliest group
that organized around sex work, and was a founding member for both OTRANS and
REDMMUTRANS. She often talks about the importance her family has had for her.
Though her sex-work income, she was able to construct her own house where she, her
partner, and her parents live. Additionally, she raised her partner’s children, who she
refers to as her children, for several years.
Although Laura, Simona, Rocío, Marta, and Lucía are some of the central
activists in REDMMUTRANS and in this thesis, I aim not to undermine the significance
and importance of other activists in the organization, some of whose stories also inform
my narrative, and who are integral parts of REDMMUTRANS. Because my sample is so
small, maintaining the anonymity of my informants is almost impossible, especially
because they asked me to include the name of the organization in this paper. Attempting
to maintain some anonymity, I have decided not to identify interview quotes. However,
some stories are very specific and for the sake of coherence, I will have to use identify
individuals through their pseudonyms.
Although this thesis is largely concentrated in the work-team of
REDMMUTRANS, I also met, worked, hung out with, and interviewed other activists
involved in trans women activism in Guatemala City, both through OTRANS and
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REDMMUTRANS. These organizations’ work reaches over a hundred women in the
city, although a clear estimate is hard to come by. Although these organizations have
joint interests, and often overlapping memberships, collaboration is infrequent and tense.
Different approaches to human rights, competition over funding, and personal conflicts
have driven these organizations apart. Cross-organizational conflict plays a significant
role in how REDMMUTRANS, and its activists, perceive their role within the
community. Collective and personal understandings of identity, subjectivity, and activism
are enmeshed in these conflicts as well as in local and transnational histories and
interactions. I will continue by situating individual subjectivities. These are the subject of
the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 3. PERSONAL IDENTITIES: CONSTRUCTING SUBJECTIVITIES IN
GUATEMALA CITY

As I discussed in Chapter 1, collective identity and individual subjectivity are
deeply intertwined (Alcoff 2006; Polletta and Jasper 2001). Individual subjectivity affects
the development of collective identity, and the collective always affects the individual.
However, each of these factors requires particular attention–the collective is never solely
the sum of its individual elements. This chapter centers on the process through which
individuals build trans and activist subjectivities. As I will explore in this chapter,
individual histories, shared experiences, and collective practices all influence the process
that led the activists in this research to identify with particular identities. Through activist
practice, individuals come in contact with and negotiate multiple discourses and, in doing
so, they construct transnational subjectivities, which are as much informed by
transnational and national discourses as they are by individuals’ life experience (Moore
1994).
However, discourse alone does not build subjectivity. My observations and
research with REDMMUTRANS has led me to believe that the practice of activism itself
helps constitute desires and experiences of gender. In order to understand the role that
activism has in personal subjectivities, it is necessary to first understand the process that
led people to engage in activism. I will thus introduce this chapter with an overview of
some of the experiences that led the trans women with whom I worked towards activist
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work. Then I will discuss how activism plays a role in shaping individuals’
understandings of themselves. Shared experiences of discrimination and violence
promote a sense of political responsibility. Activist practice promotes this responsibility
as a unifying factor and a constitutive element of personal identity.
Fantasies of identity, or what Moore (1994) defines as the ideas about the type of
person one wants to become and be recognized as by others, are a driving force for these
trans women’s personal construction of their activist activities and investment in their
pursuits. The trans women I interviewed often used the phrase “construir su identidad
trans” (to construct their trans identity) as a reflective and moral process of coming into
womanhood. The construction of identity exists simultaneously with a sense that one’s
desires and feelings are inescapable. However, as Mahmood (2005) has previously
defined it, practice itself is constitutive for identity and identity fantasies. The process of
building one’s identity as trans itself necessitates the reimagining of previously dominant
fantasies of identity. This process upholds a collective construction of moral
subjectivities that supports the group’s struggle for human rights. Both fantasies and
practices of identity occur in the interconnection of transnational discourses and the
Guatemalan sex-gender system.
In this chapter, I will discuss briefly the activists’ early life experiences that lead
them to find income and community in sex work. I will discuss how the experiences of
sex work led these trans women to contact and participate in activists groups. Finally, I
will examine the role that activism had in the way these activists have come to
understand their identity.
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3.1. Early Experiences

In discussing the process of subject formation during childhood, Evelyn
Blackwood (2010) acknowledges the difficulties of evoking childhood memories. Asking
an interviewee to recall childhood often leads to narratives that correlate with one’s adult
sense of self, so that the past becomes evidence of the present sexuality or gender,
leaving aside other experiences of gender (2010). This section does not aim to illuminate
the construction of gender subjectivity during childhood; instead, I want to trace how
memories of these early experiences led individuals to activism. With this in mind, all of
the activists I interviewed remember their early childhood as the moment they first
realized their desire for enacting practices regarded as feminine. The taste for particular
dress styles, early sexual preference for boys, and attraction to particular activities, are all
elements around which the REDMMUTRANS’s activists begin to perceive their identity
as different from what which was socially expected.
I remember I used to play, because I could not get long nails, I
would make them out of play dough. I would put on my mom’s heels, and
because my mom did not spend much time at home, I had a bit of space to
play with my neighbors, with my schoolmates. As years went by, that
was… during puberty it was badly seen, then I did not have the liberty of
expressing who I wanted to be.
Me acuerdo que antes jugaba, como no podía ponerme uñas
largas, me las ponía de plastilina. Me ponía los tacones de mi mama, y
como mi mama no se mantenía en casa, tenía un poco de espacio para
jugar con mis vecinos, con mis compañeros de colegio, pero al pasar los
años, eso ya fue… en la pubertad ya era mal visto, entonces no tenía yo la
libertad de expresarme como yo quería ser.
In this example, childhood is a time when the first desires for femininity arise and
a time of freedom to express these desires. These early perceptions begin to exemplify
the conflict that will follow them though their lives as they encounter difficulties and
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rejection while constructing their lives as women. For this activist, puberty marked a shift
when normative gender expectations limited her freedom to express femininity. Puberty
is also a time in which schools increase restrictions on gender non-normative behaviors.
It is at this point when the activists I interviewed recalled increased familial tensions
based on gender expectations that resulted in family members developing a certain
emotional distance from each other. The trans women I interviewed describe experiences
that are far from heterogeneous. Some informants suffered complete familial rejection.
One of my informants told how her parents accepted her, yet her siblings were abusive.
However, all their stories include memories of diverse forms of violence, which range
from family forcibly cutting their long hair, to verbal abuse, to sexual assault. One of my
informants recalled how her family subjected her to an exorcism. Childhood and early
youth present the first experiences of discrimination and exclusion, which, in all cases,
led to a period of removal from family life.
When you get expelled from your house, maybe because you cannot
live like you want to, in my case, to live fully as I am. You also have to
remember the social load for the parents. I mean, societal criticism is not
pleasant, sometimes the parents are frustrated and think: well I had a son,
not a different person. That made me leave my family, to avoid harm to
them, because you could hear the neighbors and people say: look, their child
is a hueco 10, because that is the most common word that people use.
Cuando a uno lo expulsan de su casa, sea porque uno no puede
vivir como uno quisiera, en mi caso sería vivir plenamente como lo que
soy. Pero también hay que recordar toda la carga social de los padres. O
sea las críticas que vienen de parte de la sociedad no son nada
agradables, entonces, a veces los padres se ven frustrados y piensan, pues
yo tuve un hijo y no una persona diferente. Eso me hizo salirme de mi
10

Hueco, directly translated as “hollow” is a common word to denote
unmasculine men, with the implication that they lost their masculinity through engaging
in homosexual sex. Hueco is used in Guatemala similarly to how “fag” is used in the
United States.
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familia, para no perjudicarlos, se puede ver por los vecinos o a la gente
decir: Miren, su hijo es hueco, porque esa es la palabra más común que
usa la gente.
Several of the activists I interviewed call attention to the social pressure that
gossip pushed upon their parents. Gossip about their children being huecos, a derogatory
word to denote men who have sex with men, increased familial pressure for adhering to
gender norms. Some of these activists decided to leave home, others were forced.
However, although early familial distancing causes distress, anxiety, and regret, the trans
women that I interviewed also reflect on leaving their family homes as a period where
they obtained freedom to further explore femininity and begin the process of transition
and identity construction. Kulick (1998) also finds that leaving the family marks an
important period in transition, where people can increasingly use feminine clothing and
make up. More importantly, economic independence through sex work provides the
economic means to engage in different forms of body transformation. The trans women I
interviewed took advantages of the particular opportunities, spaces, and networks that sex
work provides.
However, the structural inequalities that make sex work the main, or only, choice
for the activists of REDMMUTRANS and other trans women in the country have to
remain in the center of the analysis. Economic inequality exacerbated by neoliberal
economic policies in the present context has led to around 70 percent of the population of
Guatemala engaging in informal economic activities (World Bank 2014: 37). Even within
a context of generalized poverty, trans women are particularly vulnerable. As has been
documented across Latin America, institutionalized discrimination makes sex work the
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most common source of economy sustenance for trans women (REDLACTRANS 2012;
CAS 2010; Polanco 2008). Since other work options, such as hairdressing or cooking, do
not provide enough income, these trans women find that sex work provides better income
to make ends meet, even if they also keep other occupations. According to statistics by
OTRANS, around 95% of the trans women in the country engage in sex work (OTRANS
2010). Much of their activism is marked by this economic exclusion, and a desire for the
potential of upward mobility, through sex work, but also, preferably, through other forms
of employment.
Unlike many of the other activists, Lisa’s introduction to sex work occurred in her
late teens. Before her transition, Lisa had finished high school and earned a technical
degree in nursing. With this degree, she was able to gain employment in one of the
national hospitals known as IGSS (Instituto Guatemalteco de Seguridad Social, or
Guatemalan Social Security Institute). Lisa sees nursing as her vocation and often says
that her desire to help people is one of her motivating factors to join activist groups.
Because she had previously been sheltered by her family, her time at IGSS provided her
with her first opportunities to meet people from la comunidad (the community), a term
used to describe those who belong to sex-gender diversity groups. This period also
provided her with sufficient income to begin her transition, to start buying women’s
clothing and make up, and gave her some basic knowledge of hormones that she would
later use to begin a physical transition. After she began to construct her identity as a
woman, she was fired, and has since then been unable to obtain further work as a nurse.
Despite her qualifications and experience, which led to invitations for multiple
interviews, the stigma and discrimination attached to her identity as trans have made it
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impossible to obtain or maintain employment. On one occasion, she obtained a job
working in a pharmacy, which she left shortly after because of her workmates’ constant
harassment. Since then, sex work became her primary source of income, supported only
by the small wage she currently obtains from REDMMUTRANS.
Although the economic pressure to participate in sex work is unquestionable,
scholars working with trans women and travesti have found that it is seldom the only
factor. Money is not the only benefit that they obtain. In her work with transvestite sex
workers in Mexico City, Anne Prieur (1998) explains how sex work is used as a strategy
to reintegrate into family life by supporting the family economically. Don Kulick's (1998)
research with travestis in Brazil discusses sex work as a source of reaffirming
experiences, allowing travestis to be their own boss, earning a relatively high income.
According to Kulick, sex work also provides one of the only spaces where Brazilian
travestis receive compliments, contributing to their sense of self-confidence and selfesteem. In her study of travesti life and activism in Buenos Aires, Josefina Fernández
(2004) elaborates on both these incentives. She calls attention to how the main incentives
of sex work exist outside the family, although sex work does provide an income that can
support a negotiated acceptance within the familial unit. She reinforces the context of sex
work as a space where travestis can live their identity as women, which her informants
often described in opposition to the oppressive space of the household where they could
not escape the expectations of masculinity. Therefore, in a system that excludes them, not
only economically, but also symbolically, sex work becomes a source of empowerment
and self-esteem, despite the social exclusion that pushes them into it (Fernández 2004).
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The trans women I interviewed allude to similar themes. For all those I
interviewed, sex work provides an income unmatched by other economic activities. This
income not only supports their daily living but also provides a way to gain autonomy and
empowerment. Sex work allowed these activists to begin buying clothing, makeup, and,
in some cases, hormones they saw as necessary for living as women.
I guess it [sex work] helped me in that I felt better when I saw
myself dressed with feminine clothes, and I saw they looked good on me,
and I got many compliments. I felt that as an extra accomplishment.
Tal vez me ayudo [el trabajo sexual] en que yo me sentía más a
gusto viéndome vestida con prendas femeninas, y como yo veía que me
quedaban bien y que me elogiaban. Yo sentía como un logro extra.
The trans women I interviewed understand themselves as women, and yet they are
different from the mujeres biológicas [biological women]. On one occasion, one of the
activists and I spent time at a fast food restaurant waiting until our next meeting. When
we were leaving, she asked me: ¿Me miro como pescada? Which is translated directly as:
do I look like a [female] caught fish? Not knowing what she meant, I said no, as I did not
think looking as a fish was desirable. As I learned, some of the trans women in
Guatemala City use the word pescada as a way to refer to cisgender women. Thus, she
was asking whether I thought she could be read as a cisgender woman. The implications
of this phrase are multiple. First, its use suggests that these activists conceptualize trans
women and cisgender women as different. When I asked them, they defined this
difference both in terms of biology and of experience. As one activist explained to me,
cisgender women do not have to experience the difficulties that they, as trans women,
have to live with. Therefore, her subjectivity as a trans woman reflects the particular
material and social conditions that arise from a non-normative embodiment of gender.
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Achieving a look as pescada, is also a way of “going stealth”, an ability to erase legibility
as transgender (Beauchamp 2009; Westbrook and Schilt 2013), and thus escape, for a bit,
from the particular surveillance of gender non-normativity. In this way, trans does aim to
transcend or challenge binary gender categories but aims to become legible within them.
However, the desire to be recognized as women does not assume that these activists
uncritically reify normative gender categorizations. As Marta explains while discussing
what being a woman means to her: “I feel like a she because she expresses herself, she
claims a position, she develops as a woman” [Me siento como ella porque ella se
expresa, se posiciona, se realiza como una mujer]. Biology is not everything; the
enactment and embodiment of womanhood are just as important.
By mirarse como pescada, they also push the limits of the gender binary,
sometimes consciously. Reflecting on the difficulties of practicing sex work during the
day, when most men are looking for ciswomen, an activist stated: “When men ask me if I
am pescada, I always say yes” (Cuando los hombres me preguntan si soy pescada,
siempre digo que si). Mirarse como pescada allows trans women to engage in sex work
with clients that are looking exclusively for cisgender women; engagements that might
allow them to get better compensation for their work, yet they also acknowledge the
dangers. In this case, sex work provides an anonymous place where, sometimes, they can
test the limits of their ability to be read as women. Additionally, the income from sex
work gives them the opportunity to support their families economically and thus gives
them some room to negotiate a return to a family unit that previously rejected them. As
one activist states:
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My own siblings began to pester me, I left the house because they
began to hate me. As time passed, I found my dad in a really bad situation
[homeless], then I supported and helped him, I took him to my house that I
had begun to build in [area of Guatemala City], and I began to take care of
him. My mom came later. I went to get her. Then they realized that I really
could make it on my own, and thank God, I still have them in my house.
Now they [her siblings] want me to support them, but no, because they
turned their backs to me.
Mis propios hermanos me empezaron a fastidiar, yo me salí de la
casa porque me empezaron a odiar ellos. Conforme [paso] el tiempo, pues
encontré a mi papa en una posibilidad muy mala, donde yo lo apoyé y lo
ayudé y me lo llevé a mi casita que empecé a construir en la [zona], y
empecé a cuidarlo. Después llegó mi mama, me la fui a traer, entonces ya
se dieron cuenta ellos que yo si podía sola, y gracias a Dios ahí los tengo
todavía en la casa. Ahora ya quieren ellos [sus hermanos] que yo los
apoye pero no, porque ellos me dieron la espalda a mi.
For this activist, the clients and income she made though sex work permitted her
to construct her own house on a plot of land she bought from a client, providing her with
a symbol of economic success. Once established, she could make improvements to the
house, which now houses her, her partner, and her parents. Additionally, her income from
sex work gave her a degree of personal power; as she was able to support, or, in the case
of her siblings, deny support as a response to her siblings’ previous treatment of her. The
activists I interviewed are aware of the structural constraints that push them to sex work,
and yet they use sex work as a way to enact what Ortner (2006:144) calls agency of
projects. Sex work allowed this activist to conduct personal projects that help her develop
as the person she wants to be. These activists find in their activities the potential to
construct themselves as the people they want to be, while also managing the difficulties
that are caused by inequality, institutionalized transphobia, and structural violence.
In addition, sex work creates social networks that require more attention. For the
trans women I interviewed, these networks provide the ground for constructing their
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feminine identities. For these activists, these networks also introduced them to a language
to name their experiences. It is a language that increasingly takes the shape of trans.
Because of the connections between these individuals and sex work, the shared
experiences as sex workers indelibly shape their ideas, discourses, and beliefs about
themselves. This is especially true because of the connection between sex work and la
comunidad. Some of my informants discussed how early contact with people of la
comunidad led them to consider sex work as a viable option. Others encountered la
comunidad because of the social networks that arose through sex work. Despite these
differences, these networks influenced all the activists I interviewed. For Marta, la calle
(the street) 11 gave her the support she did not obtain from her family. Working the streets
since she was eight, Marta recalls the importance of the networks she formed, which
consisted both of gay men and of those who would later identify as trans. These networks
provided support as Marta explored the construction of her gender identity. The support
of individuals and networks found through sex work appears through the different
narratives the REDMMUTRANS activists shared with me, where friendships “from the
street” played an important role in encouraging the desires to live as women.
I had [in the street] women friends, and I had trans friends, and I
had gay friends. And they would tell me: well, what do you want to do?
Do you want to be a trans woman or a gay boy? My vision was of a trans
woman, right, then they would tell me: look, that is no problem with us,
we support you, and we will give you a hand and everything. Then I saw
the support. They did not ask me anything in return.
Tuve [en la calle] compañeras mujeres, y tuve compañeras trans,
tuve compañeras gay que ellas me decían: bueno que querés hacer?
Querés ser una mujer trans, o querés ser un chico gay? Entonces mi
visión era como una mujer trans verdad, entonces ellos me decían: mirá,
11

“La calle” is also used as a euphemism to refer to sex work.
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con nosotros no hay ningún problema, nosotros te apoyamos, te hachamos
la mano y todo. Entonces es donde yo vi el apoyo. No me pidieron nada a
cambio.
I began to go out in the everyday world, let’s say heterosexual. On
the way there I began to see that there where, at that time we thought of
ourselves as gay, other people that were strange or different, if you can say
that. They were just like me. I saw that I was not the only one, and then I
started to get together with friends that were older than I, with a lot more
experience. Then I began to feel welcome, shielded, supported.
Empecé a salir del mundo cotidiano, podemos decir heterosexual.
Empecé a ver que en el camino también habían, en ese entonces nos
asumíamos como gay, otras compañeras que eran raras o diferentes, si se
puede llamar así. Eran iguales a mi. Yo miraba que ya no solo era yo,
entonces empecé a juntarme con compañeras que tenían muchos más años
que yo, y que tenían mucha más experiencia. Entonces ya me empecé a
sentir acogida, o amparada, apoyada.

That all the activists I interviewed found sex work networks one of their main
sources of support hints at the lack of support and information through other avenues.
Laura discusses having some acceptance from her parents before her teens. Lisa recalls a
supportive psychologist. However, these other forms of support are limited and an
exception rather than the rule. Shared experiences of discrimination and the difficulties of
working the streets, help create these networks where individuals share information,
advice, friendship, and support. These networks are far from idyllic, as the same
challenges that give rise to a collective consciousness, often create conflict as people
compete for space and resources. Additionally, as my informants claimed, these networks
construct a social environment that promotes the use of alcohol and other drugs.
Prompted by friendships, clients’ requests, or a need to cope with the difficulties of sex
work, discrimination, and poverty, the use of alcohol exacerbates interpersonal conflict
and often leads to violence. Personal conflicts that arise at sex work also affect activist
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practice, even when these social networks are at the core of building a collective identity.
In this following section, I will continue to examine how these activists’ experiences with
sex work also continue to color their approach to activism and the way they build moral
trans subjectivities.

3.2. The Road to Activism

The activists of REDMMUTRANS have diverse experiences that sparked their
involvement with activism. However, the shared experiences of discrimination and
violence and the particular difficulties of sex work, help create the social networks that
form the base of activist activities. The context of sex work gave many of the activists I
interviewed the push to permanently express themselves as women. It also provided a
social network to discuss and compare experiences and share advice. Through these
networks, individuals who began to organize in the early 2000s started to construct
collective identity and share information. Talking about her early experiences with
organizing, an activist recalls:
We began to get together in a restaurant, we began to talk about
ourselves, they are killing us, and they are violating our rights. A couple of
us began to get together, then four. I began to tell the others: take notice
that we are organizing, because they are killing us. Take notice that the
police are extorting us. The police are imprisoning us because we dress
like women, and we have to have the same rights than any other person.
We started meeting in this restaurant, we began to talk about transphobia,
homophobia, and a bunch of other things that came up. Ten began
showing up, then we formed a group, in 2004. In 2004, we began the
meetings, and we got involved with an organization called OASIS. Lets
not refuse OASIS any credit; they supported our desire to continue the
group. [The founder of OASIS] gave us a space; it was like an umbrella
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for us. Even when they also exploited us, we took the group and obtained
some leadership.
Empezamos a juntarnos en un restaurante, empezamos a hablar de
que nosotras, nos estaban matando, nos estaban violentando nuestros
derechos, empezamos a juntarnos dos, empezamos a juntarnos cuatro. Yo
les empezaba a decir a las demás: fíjese que nos estamos organizando,
porque nos están matando. Fíjese la policía nos esta extorsionando. La
policía nos esta llevando presas porque nosotras andamos vestidas de
mujer, y nosotras tenemos que tener los mismos derechos como cualquier
otra persona. Y empezamos a juntarnos en ese restaurante, empezamos a
hablar de la transfobia, de la homofobia, y de un montón de cosas que
empezaron a salir a flote. Empezamos a llegar diez, después formamos ese
grupo, en el 2004. Si en el 2004 comenzamos las reuniones, eh, ya
empezamos a meternos con una organización que se llamaba OASIS. No
le vamos a quitar el mérito a OASIS, fue el que nos impulsó el deseo para
poder seguir el grupo. él nos daba un espacio, fue como una sombrilla
para nosotras. Aunque nos haya explotado, pero nosotras llevamos ese
grupo y alcanzamos un liderazgo.
It was at this point, around 2004, that the terms trans, transgender, and transsexual
begin to be used in Guatemala. After I asked her to elaborate on the way OASIS
exploited them, Laura recalled that, when a member of their group went to a conference
in Argentina, she learned more about the differences between these terms and brought the
information back. Because of this conference, Laura recalls, they began to realize that, as
a part of a gay organization, trans women became part of the MSM category, or men who
have sex with men. Their presence in OASIS increases this organization’s status as an
umbrella organization, giving it access to funding that was not used for programs catered
to trans women. As MSM, their particular experiences and needs remained invisible,
dismissing the particular discrimination based specifically on transphobia that gay men
did not experience (Zapeta Mazariegos 2011). Limited and inexact records of human
rights abuses, as well as the erasure of gender non-normativity in the media, limit the
information available for developing responses to trans women’s particular needs
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(REDLACTRANS 2012). Laura’s comment about OASIS’s exploiting them thus reflects
experiences with invisible visibility. Gender non-normativity is hypervisible, and thus
subject to increased surveillance, discrimination, and abuse. However, the consequences
of this hypervisibility remain invisible (see also Stryker 1993). National legislation does
not explicitly mention gender identity, making trans women legally invisible, and their
claims dependent on the interpretation of general anti-discrimination clauses. Their
invisibility thus reinforces the sex-gender hierarchies that exclude them. Separating from
gay organizations challenged this invisibility. I will return to visibility as a political
strategy in the following chapter.
Gaining space and funding for the particular needs of the trans women community
necessitates that individual trans women, and their needs, become identifiable. Thus,
educational and consciousness raising activities gained importance. A significant portion
of REDMMUTRANS’s work focuses on what they call talleres de identidad (identity
workshops), aimed for trans women; and talleres de sensibilización (sensitization
workshops), aimed for healthcare providers, government officials, and other relevant
actors. Although these two types of workshops are directed towards different groups, they
serve a similar purpose: to generate knowledge over issues of gender and sexuality, and
to inform others about the social, political, and economic situation of trans women in the
country. I will focus on the impact of the workshops aimed at trans women. Talleres de
identidad, as their name implies, intends to raise consciousness of trans identity among
women-identified non-normative people in the country. These workshops bring together
individuals with different levels of exposure to activist practice.
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In these workshops, REDMMUTRANS uses what Howe (2013: 62) calls intimate
pedagogies, small face-to-face interactions that connect intimate aspects of people’s lives
with larger rights discourses in order to create individuals versed in aspects of gender and
sexuality. In these workshops individuals are presented with concepts aimed to separate
sex, gender, and sexuality, and thus to set the foundation to distinguish gender identity
from sexual orientation. These workshops attempt, specifically, to inculcate a trans
consciousness and promote personal identifications that shift from gay or travesti to
transgender or transsexual. Additionally, these workshops approach gender identity as a
human right, calling attention to the experiences of discrimination shared by the
attendees. In doing so, the workshops perform strategic work in several ways. First, they
construct a collective identity around the term trans as a way to create a base for political
action. Second, they create a tie between trans identification, human rights, and personal
responsibility to the struggle. Sex work provided the individuals I interviewed with social
networks that introduced them to new terms to name and interpret their experience. In
doing so, these networks, began constructing “trans women” as a distinct group with
particular needs. In doing so, they connected their members with transnational discourses
on gender identity that result from and inspire increased activism. These transnational
discourses require further exploration.

3.3. Activist Hegemonies and Transnational Discourse

The educational workshops conducted by REDMMUTRANS are informed by
transnational discourses about the meaning of trans, gender identity, and sexual
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orientation. I will discuss these discourses below and elaborate on the way
REDMMUTRANS and its members come to define trans within the Guatemalan context.
The strength that the term trans has obtained as a form of unifying the movement in
Guatemala has to be seen in the context of what Cruz-Malavé and Manalansan call
teleological development, through which legibility of sexual differences depends on a
globalizing development discourse (2002: 5). Why has trans so strongly overshadowed
other terms? Cruz-Malavé and Manalansan reflect on how the legacy of colonialism has
centered the United States and Europe as paragons of modernity. Therefore, they claim,
U.S. and European understandings of gender difference have become hegemonic due to
the idea that the countries of the global south strive to reach U.S. and European forms of
modernity. Other forms of sex-gender diversity have to represent themselves in the terms
of the global north to claim political consciousness, modernity, and liberation as
understood in the globalizing development and human rights discourse. However, the
influence of these hegemonic discourses is never absolute as individuals negotiate,
reimagine, and challenge these discourses through both practice and discourse (see
Blackwood and Wieringa 2007; Manalansan 2003).
Since early discussions of transsexuality as a medical category in the early part of
the 20th century, trans, transgender, and transsexual identities have been challenged,
contested, and changing. Leslie Feinberg in Transgender Liberation: A Movement Whose
Time has Come first used the term “transgender” to define those who “defy the ‘man’made boundaries of gender” (Feinberg 2006: 205). In this pamphlet, Feinberg questions
the connection and “naturalness” of thinking about sex and gender as synonymous, and
thereby challenges the notion that women must be feminine and men masculine.
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According to Feinberg, transgender and intersex people challenge the stability of this
relationship and question the immutability of the sexed body. External forces always
construct the body and its meaning, even when we take it for granted as objective, as selfexplanatory (Salomon 2010; Stryker 2006). For Feinberg, transgender is a political
category for all those who felt oppressed as a result of their separation from normative
gender roles including, but not limited to, transsexuals, drag kings and queens, effeminate
men and masculine women. Transgender, and trans, as umbrella terms have heavily
influenced the debate over gender diversity ever since (Stryker 2006). Transgender, and
the multiple embodiments that are interpellated under the term, stand against the
imagined strict and mimetic relationship among sex, gender roles and gender identity.
Feinberg, by drawing cross-cultural comparisons, uses the term transgender to make
sense of experiences that are disparate, making assumptions about the experiences,
aesthetics, and meanings of gender, resistance, and compliance that vary greatly across
the world.
Regardless, the terms transgender and trans have gained political force for those
working to protect the rights of people regardless of gender identity. Trans arises from a
context where sexuality was absent from most conventions on human rights, and gender
was taken for granted as a self-explanatory category (Petchesky 2000). Feminist activism
began to emphasize sexuality in human rights conventions starting in the 1990s.
However, the misconception that gender is a synonym for biological sex remained, and
the inclusion of new possibilities for sexuality and gender identity remained marginal
(Waites 2009). In 2006, the Declaration of Montreal on Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and
Transgender Human Rights, and the more influential Yogyakarta Principles on the
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Application of International Human Rights Law in Relation to Sexual Orientation and
Gender Identity were the first active attempts to bring “sexual orientation” and “gender
identity” into the international agenda, though not without significance resistance. The
definitions used in the Yogyakarta Principles are as follows:
Sexual orientation is understood to refer to each person’s capacity for
profound emotional, affective, and sexual attraction to, and intimate and sexual
relations with, individuals of a different gender or the same gender or more than one
gender (ICJ 2007: 6n1).
Gender identity is understood to refer to each person’s deeply felt internal and
individual experience of gender, which may or may not correspond with the sex
assigned at birth, including the personal sense of the body (which may involve, if
freely chosen, modification of bodily appearance or function by medical, surgical or
other means) and other expressions of gender, including dress, speech and
mannerisms. (ICJ 2007: 6n2)
Figure 1: Yogyakarta Principles Definitions

The definitions used in the 2006 Yogyakarta Principles play a significant role in
delimiting the type of discourse that the REDMMUTRANS activists navigate. The
distinction between sexual orientation and gender identity is particularly important.
However, the attempt to safeguard “sexual orientation” and “gender identity” crossculturally pose problems when the experiences they aim to define are internally
fragmented and their expressions heterogeneous.
Here, the terms “gender identity” and “sexual orientation” attempt to encompass
this cross-cultural diversity, and yet they can be critiqued for their inability to transcend
the limitations of the western binary thinking that gave them rise. The dominance of
biomedical conceptions of sexuality tend to construct “sexual orientation” as a fixed
characteristic of individuals gendered in a binary (Waites 2009). However, using
“orientation” instead of “identity” attempts to diminish the stability of the category. Sara
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Ahmed (2006) proposes understanding orientation in terms of queer phenomenology,
which does not conceive of orientation as a stable position, but describes a position in
time as well as space. We can only orient ourselves in space within the time we linger in
that position. Thus, orientation refers to a position in the present that always informs, yet
does not determine, our future movement. In this way, orientation is always a process of
becoming.
Just as “sexual orientation” risks assuming a fixed characteristic, so can “gender
identity” continue to evoke a clear, coherent, and unitary self over blurred identifications.
This is particularly so due to medical understandings of transsexualism. The
psychological understanding of transsexualism through the DSM-IV concept of “gender
dysphoria” depends on a stable sense of gender that is at odds with the sexed body
(Waites 2009). The term “gender identity” was included in the principles over the more
diffuse “gender expression,” which at the time was preferred by queer theorists, as a
political decision. It served to engage with those activists present in the Yogyakarta
conference who preferred the principles to focus exclusively on sexual orientation
(Waites 2009). Scholars such as Stuart Hall (1996) and the realist scholars that I
mentioned earlier (Martínez 2012; Mohanty 2000; Moya 2006; Alcoff and Mohanty
2006) have called attention to identity as a process that is impermanent, in constant flux,
and fragmented. However, the most flexible, contested, ambiguous experiences of
identity and orientation clash with more essentialist public discourses that assume them
as stable.
The activists I interviewed in Guatemala manage the contradiction of both
discussing their gender identity as stable and at the core of their selves, while also
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enacting identity as a process of construction and conscientization. The activists who
talked to me arranged their experiences according to categories legible to transnational
activism, through definitions informed by Pan American Health Organization and Hivos.
In their pamphlet on the trans movement, they present some basic concepts to “inform,
sensitize society, and empower the trans community” (REDMMUTRANS 2014).
According to Simona, this pamphlet was written in 2014, after REDMMUTRANS
conducted a community forum in which the members debated their understandings of the
terms. In this document, which they continue to distribute, they use a broad definition of
gender identity, namely as the perception that a person has of being a man, woman, an
alternative, or a combination of genders. The document defines gender as a social
construction that varies according to the functions and attributes each society assigns to
biological differences to construct the meaning of “men” and “women.” In the materials
currently used by REDMMUTRANS, the trans community is defined as including
travestis, transgender, and transsexual people.
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Travesti: Term used for a person who utilizes clothing associated with the
other sex. It can be the initial stage of transition. However, in this process sexual
orientation is irrelevant, those who practice can be heterosexual, homosexual, or
bisexual.
Transgender: People whose gender identity does not correspond to societal
expectations nor with their sex assigned at birth. As transgender people, we adjust our
physical appearance to our emotional reality.
Transsexual: It is the conviction with which a person identifies with the gender
opposite to their biological sex, because of which they desire to live and be accepted
according to their emotional reality, and modifies their appearance in a way that is
irreversible.
Gender Identity: A person’s perception of being a man, woman, or another
alternative or combination of genders. Someone’s gender identity can, or not,
correspond with their sex assigned at birth. Some forms of expressing identity is
travestis, transgender, and transsexual.
(REDMMUTRANS 2014: n.p. My translation).
Figure 2: REDMMUTRANS Definitions

Later in this document, they define transsexuality as a form of gender dysphoria, a
physical problem where there is a disagreement between one’s biological and
psychosocial sex. The definition of gender identity acknowledges that gender and identity
are socially mediated categories and experiences, and yet psychosocial sex is presented as
stable and at one’s core. In practice, each of these terms becomes more specific and
exclusionary. Narrower conceptualizations of gender identity arise in the definition of
specific trans categories. The language of “emotional reality” and “opposite gender” hints
at the negotiation between more essentialist notions of binary gender that reflect the
Guatemalan sex-gender system. Moreover, as I will elaborate on the following section,
officially conceptualized under the umbrella of trans, travesti holds a different status than
transgender and transsexual. The definition of travesti states that travesti can be an initial
stage of transition. In practice it is often regarded as such, with people in the community
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who linger in behaviors associated with travestismo assumed to have lesser progress in
the process of constructing identity.
The REDMMUTRANS’s definition of travesti also illuminates another point of
tension: the distinction between sexual orientation and gender identity. This definition
states that sexual orientation is irrelevant in the case of travestis since they can identify
with a range of sexual orientations. The mention of sexual orientation for travesti, and its
absence in the definition of transgender and transsexual, as well as my interview data
seems to suggest that, for those categories, sexual orientation is not irrelevant. As I
engaged the activists in these topics during my period of fieldwork, it became evident
that, although not often acknowledged, sexual orientation plays an important part in
making trans gender identities legible. This tendency becomes evident, for example, in
Simona’s and Lisa’s resistance to Tara’s claim to be a bisexual trans women (see Chapter
1). When I asked them, they defined sexual orientation and gender identity as separate,
according to social constructivist discourse coming from transnational activism. But, as
the case with Tara exemplifies, constructing a trans identity as a woman often carries the
expectation of adhering to certain dominant norms of femininity, including to
heterosexuality. This negotiation between social constructivist and essentialist discourses
of gender and sexuality permeates much of the activists’ individual experiences in
activism. This is evident in this activist’s reflection on her history: “I had a sexual
orientation but now I have a gender identity” [tenía una orientación sexual, pero ahora
tengo una identidad de género]. What is the relevance of this shift? What new
understandings does this shift bring? Does the change in terminology imply new ways of
understanding the self?
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Howe (2013) discusses how activist practice in Nicaragua introduced and
popularized lesbiana as an identity terminology that eventually eclipsed the local term
cochona as a descriptor for female same-sex attraction. Howe explains that through an
education of desire, activists are teaching how lesbiana should reflect an egalitarian
model of relationships; rejecting the ideas of the cochonas as a masculine woman who in
their relationship should reproduce masculine gender roles. Wekker (2006) illustrates that
international migration has led to a shift in the understanding of same sex practices
between the Surinamese women that do mati work, a type of same-sex erotic interaction,
and those who begin identifying as lesbian. For the woman who do mati work, same-sex
relationships between women are not a matter of identity but of behavior, which allows
the women to engage in both heterosexual and same-sex relationships. As some of these
women come into contact with lesbians in the Netherlands, same-sex attraction becomes
a matter of identity, and the object of desire also shifts to include women exclusively. In
the case of the REDMMUTRANS activists, the shift towards identifying as trans women
has carried changes in the conceptions of self that reflect understandings of travestismo
that existed previously.
When narrating their early experiences, the activists I interviewed mentioned a
time where they identified as gay or as travesti, identification they chose, they say,
because of a lack of information. These activists defined travesti, or vestida as some of
the common identifications that where prominent before the appearance of trans. These
two words share a common meaning and a linguistic root in the word for clothing. They
both assume a person that dresses up with female clothing casually or for particular
events or activities, such as sex work. During a workshop, one of the presenters explained
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that travesti has an erotic connotation. According to the presenter, travestis choose to
dress as women as a way of fulfilling a range of sexual desires. The term travesti takes
gender non-conformity as an element of sexual non-conformity. Instead, trans locates
gender identity as its defining characteristic. Sexual preferences remain important but
they are secondary, at least discursively, to the internal feelings of gender. Through
activist practice, the role of gender, of the feelings of internal womanhood, and the
attraction to femininity become central to constructing collective identity. When the
attention shifts to gender performance, the travesti’s focus in sexual practice makes
travesti an inadequate identity.
Society typecasts you as travesti, even if you are transsexual or
transgender. Because of one’s lack of knowledge, of not having the correct
information, we also mistakenly typecast ourselves.
La sociedad lo encasilla a una como travesti, ya seas transexual o
transgénero, y por el desconocimiento también de una, por no tener la
información adecuada, también una misma cae en el error de encasillarse
más.
This activist states that the lack of information about gender identity makes
individuals acquire inadequate identifications.
An activist recalls hearing the term trans and looking for information about it and
being unable to find much. In her experience, which occurred when the Internet was not
as accessible as it now is in Guatemala City, going to OTRANS workshops provided her
primary access to information. As individuals began to interact with transnational
activism through workshops and conferences in 2004 and 2005, OTRANS changed its
name from Organización Travesti to Organización Trans, marking the introduction into
the country of new language and new ways of understanding the self into the country.
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Every activist I interviewed recalled a period when they individually moved from
identifying as travesti or gay towards identifying as trans women.
As the trans women in this organization began to get involved in activism and
started interacting with transnational discourses, constructing identity around gender
took further precedence. Locating gender in the core of their experience helped construct
trans people’s needs as distinct from those of their gay peers, highlighting the
importance of trans specific activism. It also provided an opportunity for individuals to
enact their fantasies of identity. As these activists described their experiences to me,
their times as travesti or gay served to foreground their desire for femininity and
womanhood. The personal transition to identifying as trans, instead, emphasizes the
feeling of empowerment that come from embarking in the process of construir su
identidad, of actively constructing womanhood and thus reaching one’s “true” identity.
However, the importance of sexual behavior does not disappear. The role one
takes during sexual activity remains an important element in experiencing gender. Don
(Kulick 1998), in his work with Brazilian travestis, discusses how sexual desire and
sexual behavior, rather than gender identity, helped construct travesti subjectivities.
Instead of framing their desires in terms of internal feelings of gender, the travestis with
whom Kulick worked focused on their attraction to men as the most formative aspect of
their identification as travesti. Other scholars in the region have explored the importance
of sexual behavior in constructing normative gender. The assumption that women are
passive (i.e. that they are penetrated during sex), and men are active (i.e. they do the
penetration) reflects larger gender ideologies and expectations of sexuality (see Lancaster
1992; Wright 2000; Carrier 1995). This assumption permeates the activists’ descriptions
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of gender, and illustrates the strength of heteronormative expectations and binary
conceptions of gender. The strength of this ideology is epitomized when the activists
recall their peers who are transsexuales por convicción (transsexuals by conviction).
REDMMUTRANS defines transsexuals as those who modify their bodies permanently
through hormones or surgery. However, some of the activists described themselves, or
others, as transsexuals by conviction, because they have managed to act exclusively as
the passive partner in sexual relationships. Those who managed to never be active gained
the status of transsexual. In contrast, those who act as actives during sex work, referred to
the traumatic effect of having to sexually perform as active 12. These activists are situating
their experiences of gender and sexuality in ways that are socially legible within their
context. Although they intellectually separate their gender identity from their sexual
orientation, these aspects of their lives are more connected than it seems. By claiming
that they posses a “gender identity, but not a sexual orientation,” they take
heterosexuality for granted and lay a claim to normativity and legibility.
The status that the term “trans” has gained in contrast to the categories that
existed previously is clearly linked to the discourses on development that are dominant in
Guatemala. The assumption, present since colonialism and exacerbated by the
inequalities of neoliberal economic politics, is that European and North American
influences represent a higher level of development, and therefore are often pursued, based
on a desire to achieve that better life that development programs suggest they can

12

In practice, this is more complicated, as many of the activists also discuss being
able to find pleasure and enact desire through sexual contact where they are not
exclusively passive.
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provide. Alternatively, Guatemalans accept the European and North American influences
because they have little choice—they must conform to the constraints posed by
international funding to meet certain social needs or for the provision of capital for
investment. These constraints affect the human rights initiatives as well, as the goals of
local organizations must be seen to conform to the missions and goals of the international
funders. So, not only are activists influenced by the transnational discourses because
they believe them to be consonant with development, but they also are both subtly and
actively directed toward matching the discourse of the international funders and human
rights declaration that can support their work. This can be seen in the case of the trans
rights organizations as well, and this can affect the status that trans, and other movements
gain (Hale 2006; Manalansan 2002). As I will elaborate on later, the promotion of the
concept of trans , promoted by transnational activism, also plays with national racial and
economic hierarchies that construct the capital city as more developed that the rural areas
and smaller urban centers. However, although activist practices, including talleres de
identidad, promote the adoption of these transnational categories, this process is also
contested. Some of the members from outside the capital, for example, who have
received REDMMUTRANS education on sexuality reject the expectations of what a
trans woman should be. For example, one of the regional leaders identifies as trans, but
also often dresses with unfeminine clothing, did not like to use makeup, and did not mind
when the people from her town referred to her by her legal name. Moreover, the pressure
from the other activists to conform to the expectations of proper trans femininity did not
seem to bother her or influence her preferences. Although transnational discourses of
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gender identity become increasingly dominant, they have not erased other forms of
understanding of gendered desires and experiences.

3.4. Trans as a Moral Practice

The activists of REDMMUTRANS I interviewed use trans to identify a set of
shared experiences of gender. Specifically, it permits them to name the possibility of
experiencing gender with some level of fluidity, and to claim a different gender than that
assigned to and expected from them. To identify with trans, however, gains further
meanings as the individuals obtain, use, and share information about human rights and
the potential of enacting gender. As the activists shared their experiences of transition,
the multiple meanings of the label trans begin to appear. In particular, the activists
discuss how shifting identifications allowed them to take an increasingly active role in
constructing their identity. Saba Mahmood (2005) notes that practices are not only
important because of their meaning, but also because they contribute to constituting the
individual. I claim that the practice of trans activism not only provides new language to
the individual but work to constitute the individual by encouraging the development of a
moral subjectivity.
As they narrate their experiences, the activists of REDMMUTRANS describe a
complex identification with the term trans. During interviews, they could recite what the
terms trans, transgender, and transsexual mean according to the organization’s official
definitions and transnational activist terms, but their personal connection to trans went
beyond these definitions. The following excerpts show some of these connections:
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To be trans means to be someone more than who I was. In the way
I can stop being a he and be a she. I take the decision of changing my life
and changing my body […] To be trans is a form of pride because it leads
to a higher step. It is the highest step, that encompasses all the feelings, all
the pains, and all the confrontations that signify to be a trans person. It
conveys a decision to confront society, to hold a political position, and to
defend that position’s rights.
Ser trans significa ser alguien más de lo que antes fui. De la
manera de que pude dejar de ser él y ser ella. Tomo la decisión de
cambiar mi vida y cambiar mi cuerpo[…]Ser trans es un orgullo porque
lleva una escala más alta. Es una escala más alta donde se encierra todos
los sentimientos, todos los dolores y los enfrentamientos que realmente
significa ser una persona trans. Toma la decisión de enfrentarse ante la
sociedad, a una posición política y a defender sus derechos.
It means to have a, like a guide, something that is mine. For
example, to lead a life more identified as a woman, to empower my
friends to take that role.
Significa llevar una, una como guía, como algo que es mío. Por
ejemplo, llevar una vida más, más identificada como mujer, empoderar a
mis amigas que lleven ese rol.
I feel an accomplished person, despite the social load that exists in
my country and in the context I surround myself with. Every time that I
leave my house I am the object of mockery, I am the object of rejection, I
am object of discrimination, of stigma, of transphobia, from the general
society and from everyone that is part of the State of Guatemala. So,
despite all of that, I have a clear conviction with myself because I feel
free, because I finally express to society what I want to be and what, when
I began to build my identity in my childhood, in my adolescence, and in
my youth, I wanted to be. I managed to get out of that, of this display case
in which so many of our friends remain trapped, like a cage.
Me siento una persona realizada, a pesar de toda la carga social
que existe en mi país y en mi contexto en el que me rodeo. Porque a cada
rato desde que salgo de mi casa soy objeto de burla, soy objeto de
rechazo, soy objeto de discriminación, de estigma, de transfobia, de parte
de la sociedad en general, de parte del personal del estado, de todo lo que
conforma el Estado de Guatemala. Entonces a pesar de todo eso, pues yo
tengo mi convicción clara conmigo misma pues siento liberada en esta
parte, porque al final expreso a la sociedad lo que yo quiero ser y lo que
al inicio de construir mi identidad en mi niñez, en mi adolescencia, mi
juventud, quería ser. Ósea logré salir de ese, de ese, escaparate en el que
muchas de nuestras compañeras todavía se encuentran encerradas, como
en una jaula.
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These excerpts show how these activists use trans as a way to demonstrate their
agency to construct their lives and bodies as women, despite the limitations. The
language of trans further endorsed their empowerment through locating their desires and
projects in terms of struggling to obtain human rights historically denied to then. These
comments reflect the many instances where trans was a short word for both a particular
gender identity and for the process of asserting oneself despite the experiences of stigma,
discrimination, and rejection that come from a transphobic context. Their experience with
exclusion, discrimination, and violence are the backbone of the empowerment they obtain
from activism and through constructing their identity. As the activists explain their
identification as trans in terms of overcoming difficulties, they also express a discursive
and embodied responsibility to act on the structural conditions of their exclusion. The
quotations above make reference to empowering trans friends, taking up political
positions, and defending rights as part of their identity. The activists that participated in
my research all discussed the importance of supporting their trans peers as a primary
element of their identity. The inclusion of this element of identity is not accidental.
Instead, I claim that activist practice encourages the development of moral subjectivities,
both tacitly and explicitly.
The explicit advancement of moral subjectivities is also evident during
workshops. As leaders of the organization, the activists I worked with attended a variety
of workshops, where they met with other members of the civil society, government
officials, and members of multilateral agencies. Simona, the leader of the organization,
is highly outspoken and thus often acted as the speaker for REDMMUTRANS during
meetings and workshops. However, she always encouraged her teammates to participate
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and vocalize their experiences and political demands during these activities. As Simona
explained to me, she wants REDMMUTRANS to provide its members with
opportunities for self-growth, which she feels were missing from her previous
experiences. Although, this was often difficult to achieve in practice, the discursive link
that the organization made between participation and personal growth provides some of
the basis for the establishment of moral subjectivities.
The link between individual participation and personal growth was particularly
evident during a workshop led by USAID, at which USAID provided technical support
to REDMMUTRANS to improve their strategic plan. The workshop took place in one of
the hotels of zona 10, one of the business areas of the city that caters to a wealthy
demographic. The hotels in this area often house large conferences and upper class
guests, and the cost for facilities and food there was beyond the budget of
REDMMUTRANS. However, both USAID and UNAIDS used these hotels to host
workshops with activist groups and NGOs. The smaller rooms provide space to hold
small discussions while also offering food service and coffee, for an extra price, of
course. This technical workshop was going to last for two days. During this time,
REDMMUTRANS wanted to look into the organization’s strategic plan and use
USAID’s help to begin writing a funding proposal for MAMA CASH, a Dutch aid
organization. As we began to read the strategic plan, which the organization had created
with the help of a consultant, it became evident that the mission statement and the
objectives of the organization needed some work. Eventually, the conversation evolved
into an exchange over the ways to communicate the organization’s mission statement.
We went around the room trying to define the work of the organization in a couple of
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sentences. After we finished, the USAID moderator reiterated the importance of learning
the mission statement by heart. To this, Simona responded with a speech I had heard
many times before “I always tell them to participate, to learn, to improve themselves,
but some of our peers do not want to improve themselves” [yo siempre les digo que
participen, que aprendan, que se superen, pero algunas de las compañeras no se
quieren superar]. The call to superarse, to overcome the limitations imposed on them by
their context, was a recurrent trope in conversation. Superarse implied opening oneself
to spaces in education, work, or other areas previously denied. Superarse therefore
connotes a rejection of the transphobic context.
Because activism provides an outlet to express the frustrations over an
exclusionary state and to construct political demands, engaging in activism through
learning and, eventually, teaching becomes a practice of superación, of improving
oneself. Activism provides a potential to achieve the personal growth necessary to
transcend collective social obstacles. In this particular occasion, Simona directed her
comment to one of the members present. Despite this activist’s long-term engagement
with activism, Simona’s suggestion that she lacked a desire to superarse implied not
only that she disregarded her own personal growth but also that she is indifferent to the
goals of the trans struggle. Calling attention to individuals’ lack of desire to superarse
was common in the group and often occurred when someone thought a person was not
putting enough effort into learning or participating in activities. Refusing to participate
suggests acceptance of their state of exclusion. For conscious trans women, even sex
work can become a space for teaching. As an activist told me:
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Sometimes they come to the street and they ask you if you are
TV[travesti], that's how they call it, and one has to say: No. I am trans.
Then they ask you what that is, and you tell them, and they learn
something.
A veces llegan a la calle y te preguntan si sos TV, así le dicen, y
uno les tiene que decir: No, soy trans. Y luego te preguntan qué es eso y
pues ya les dices y aprenden algo.
Through the recurrent use of these tropes, the activists created a link between activism,
personal growth, and the reality and needs of the broader trans community.
This link is not surprising, as many of the trans women I talked to acknowledge
how the situation had changed for the better since trans groups began organizing. In
turn, activism does not exist without activists. The discourse around superarse
acknowledges that the individual is tied to the collective. Personal growth without
collective empowerment is unsustainable, especially when challenging structural
violence requires collective consciousness and action.
As my conversations with the activists suggest, the connection between selfgrowth and the collective struggle was internalized and pushed individuals to action.
However, I often felt some level of discomfort when comments about superarse were
directed at individuals. I felt like there was a level of shaming and coercion involved
when the comments were directed to particular people. The activist I discuss above
claimed that Simona’s comments were based on a personal, not professional, conflict.
Simona, she claimed, was angry because she [the activist] did not let herself be bullied
by Simona. This activist was, in fact, the object of these comments more often than the
rest of her peers. This led her to feel attacked and insulted, especially if her supposed
lack of desire to superarse became an entry to more openly criticize other aspects of her
life or personality, which occurred that day during lunch. At first, I was unsure of
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whether I was unjustly reading the interaction as aggressive. Maybe it was an
established group dynamic. Although jokes were certainly part of the daily interaction
between these activists and their peers, this activist confirmed later that this interaction
had touched a nerve, and I could not help but sympathize. These tensions led this activist
to step down from the organization during the time I was there. As I talked to her shortly
after she had made this decision, she told me that she wanted to continue doing activist
work, maybe back with OTRANS or perhaps with her own organization. Despite
conflict, she explained, to be trans is to commit oneself to fight for trans rights.
The call to superarse works to make the individual morally and politically
accountable to the larger community, thus encouraging participation in activism. Doing
so, it constructs personal behavior and structural conditions as linked and mutually
dependent. By making a link between activism and personal improvement, the discourse
of superarse also introduces distinctions that allow individuals to define themselves in
contrast to others: those without the desire to improve and those without the capacity to
do so. By referring to Marta’s indifference, Simona implied that, unlike Marta, she did
have desire to superarse. Additionally, she called attention to the fact that
REDMMUTRANS provided space and tools for the members to superarse. In doing so,
she situated the organization as distinct from OTRANS, which, by implication, does not
provide opportunities for improvement except among its leadership. The suggestion is
that OTRANS is not fully committed to the struggle. This presumption is at the core of
individual attachments to REDMMUTRANS. Therefore, by investing in moral
subjectivity, individuals also facilitate the social production of the group and its
continual existence.
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Their practice, affected by experiences and resources available to them based on
their geographical and racial position, also resonate with larger narratives of power and
inequality within the country. The discourse of responsibility and accountability that
appears in the activists’ description of their trans identity also constructs ‘others’ – those
who have not had the opportunity to gain the resources to concientizarse, or to gain
adequate consciousness of their identity and context. Racial and geographical divisions
infuse, implicitly and explicitly, comments about access. Trans holds a higher status than
travesti, as it assumes a more informed and politically conscious approach to identity.
Evidencing the strength of teleological development, trans is more modern, more
liberated.
This differential status is deeply embedded in the discourse of superarse, and thus
illuminates activists’ negotiation of multiple discourses. Travesti is a potential stage in
the process towards a trans identity (see Figure 2). It is my impression that travesti is, in
fact, expected to be a transitory identification. The activists would often talk about those
who maintain their travesti identification as if they lingered in a state of incomplete
consciousness, caused by either a forced or a voluntary lack of information. This status
distinction evidences some of the pervasive social distinctions in Guatemala, especially
those based on location and race. This is especially true in references to el interior, all
areas of the country except la capital, Guatemala City. The opposition of la capital and el
interior assumes a distinction of racial dimension as well as of development process. The
differences of education and industry between the capital city, other urban centers, and
rural areas certainly exist and reflect forms of pervasive national inequality and income
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disparity. However, this opposition also indicates ubiquitous narratives that tie together
indigeneity, tradition, and ideas about el interior.
The trans women I interviewed often refer to the situation en el interior as worse
than their experiences in the capital. This distinction is not frivolous. There are real
differences in the access that people of the capital have to business, political advocacy,
and educational opportunities, among others. Additionally, the rural, primarily
indigenous areas of the country were particularly affected by the armed conflict and by
mining and hydroelectric projects. Until recently, trans activist groups themselves
organized mostly in the capital city and, even now, most of the projects and political
activism occur in Guatemala City. Without disregarding the unequal distribution of
capital within the country, the comments about el interior resonate within a national
imaginary that constructs rural areas, and especially those that are primarily indigenous,
as backward. The centralization of activist work in Guatemala City, and the unequal
impact of transnational activist discourse across the country, furthers historical divides.
Some people from el interior do not know that they are trans
women, they keep identifying as MSM or gay even if they are trans
women. Someone educated should say trans women and tell them, because
our peers outside the capital are worse than us, let me tell you, and they do
not yet identify with their gender identity.
Algunas compañeras del interior no saben que son mujeres trans,
ellas se siguen identificando como HSH o gay aunque son mujeres trans.
Alguien que esta educado en eso debería de poner mujer trans y decirles,
porque las compañeras del interior están peor que nosotras aquí, déjeme
decirle, y no se identifican todavía con su identidad de género.
As this quote illustrates, Guatemala City activists read certain gender markers that
they then use to describe others as trans, regardless of whether the individual identifies as
such. Blaming a lack of education, they claim these gender non-normative individuals do
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not know better, and thus maintain inadequate identifications. This resonates with David
Valentine's (2007) critique of identity politics, in which transnational LGBT activism can
lead to the claim that those who understand their experience in ways that do not fit
Western terminologies, have a “false consciousness,” and do not understand their own
identity (2006: 417). In this case, a trans identity gains status as an “educated” or
conscious identity, and thus allows the activists from the capital city to present
themselves as conscious and educated political actors with a responsibility to those who
have not yet arrived to that position. The position of these Guatemala City activists as
mestizos and capitalinas, from the capital, embeds this dynamic in the broader
hierarchies of the country. The capital city remains the entry point for modernity and
development, in which rural and indigenous groups have to be educated.
I do not suggest that the people these activists refer to do not identify with
femininity or that they do not identify as women. Some certainly do. Assuredly, the
reality of discrimination and exclusion exist, although this project did not provide
information to explore differences across regions. However, I do claim that individuals’
identifications as travesti are only perceived as inadequate because activist discourses
and practice have constructed new ways of understanding material conditions, as well as
experiences and desires of gender, which are considered more adequate because of the
influence of transnational discourses.
This chapter has explored some of the early life experiences that led the activists
in my study to participate in activism. I discussed how these activists used sex work as a
complex way to tackle the difficulties of accessing information, work, and support
networks. These support networks led these trans women towards activist groups, which
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came to identify themselves as trans. The practice of activism reflects more than previous
shared experiences within an exclusionary system in shaping discourses about identity.
As these activists engage with activism and with the networks, discourses, and practices
it entails, they construct new desires, new language, and new ways to interpret their
experiences. The new subjectivities that arise through activism further ensure the
continuation of the organization and the larger movement by instilling a type of moral
subjectivity, where the individual is responsible to both herself and to the future of the
trans community. Activist practice constructs particular subjectivities, and these in turn
reverberate back on their activist practices. Thus, collective activist practice illuminates
the racial, institutional, and geographical positions that influence individual identities.
These collective practices are the subject of the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4. COLLECTIVE IDENTITIES: STRATEGIC VISIBILITY AND THE
CASE OF TALENTOS DE GENERO

In the previous chapter I discussed how the practice of activism supports the
adoption of a moral trans subjectivity that holds individuals accountable to take on a role
in challenging their social exclusion. The development of this moral subjectivity
simultaneously helps support the existence of the organization by providing its members
with the very opportunity they seek for engaging in self-improvement to achieve these
moral goals. Yet, to survive and thrive REDMMUTRANS needs more than human
participants. The organization’s leaders also need to negotiate the expectations of
international donors while they simultaneously navigate national politics and crossorganizational tensions. In order to accomplish this, they make use of multiple
discourses, and take advantage of the current political opportunities to find funding and
construct alliances with other political actors, both national and international. As I
discussed in the previous chapter, organizational and social dynamics affect individual
subject formation, and the meaning of particular identities. All of these factors have an
effect on the way REDMMUTRANS builds its collective identity. These negotiations
affect the work, choices, and strategies the organization employs, although these only
gain meaning and importance within the material and social realities that propel the
movement. Responding to exclusion and structural violence, REDMMUTRANS aims to
tackle topics ranging from access to labor opportunities and health care to diminishing
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violence. The organization pursues a project that focuses around both gender identity and
labor and economic equality. In this chapter, I will elaborate on these institutional
dynamics through looking at the event Talentos de Género (Gender Talents), a political
forum that was organized, together with an exhibition of film screenings and a
photography exhibit, by REDMMUTRANS during my time of fieldwork.
The choice of doing the Talentos de Género exhibition illustrates the way
REDMMUTRANS strategically deploys its institutional identity to position itself as a
relevant political actor. Talentos de Género was an event organized by
REDMMUTRANS as a part of a month-long art festival in Guatemala City. Talentos de
Género used several videos and photographs of the members of REDMMUTRANS as a
part of a political forum where Simona, the director of UNAIDS Guatemala, the video
and photography artists, and the PDH attorney for sexual diversity discussed the reality of
trans women in Guatemala.
Our perception of self is affected when others perceive us as different (Alcoff
2006). This is especially true when, in a context of domination and exclusion, difference
comes to define the self as other. As Talentos de Género will demonstrate, the
REDMMUTRANS leaders construct their work through both embracing and rejecting
claims of difference. They reject the dominant representations of trans women as
unnatural and immoral and struggle to reclaim and reinterpret their images in a positive
way. At the same time, their work reflects the dominant and negative representations of
trans women as they are constantly responding to them. Thus, REDMMUTRANS
approaches visibility and representation strategically.
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These strategies are affected by both their interaction with multiple national and
international discourses and actors and also their own individual and collective
experiences and histories. The REDMMUTRANS members make a multitude of what
Jasper has termed “strategic choices” (Jasper 2002). By strategic choices I mean the
decisions that the individuals in the organization make regarding how they use material,
cultural, and emotional resources to achieve a goal. Such choices can include, for
example, what funders to contact, how to respond to opportunities, and how to recruit
participants. For REDMMUTRANS, the most discernible of these strategies are those
related to visibility. REDMMUTRANS’s members often describe part of their work of
the organization, and the larger movement, as struggling to obtain visibilidad, or
visibility. They seek to promote visibility of trans people, visibility of the human rights
abuses that they endure, and visibility of their particular needs. However, visibility
strategies also serve to call attention to the organization and their particular work.
Ashley Currier in her recent work on LGBT organizing in Namibia and South
Africa explains how organizations make use of multiple visibilities and invisibilities,
where activists construct different presentations of their movement for different
audiences (2012: 12). These multiple visibilities have real material consequences and are
contingent on a context that is always shifting–new policy is drafted, donors arise or
retreat, competing organizations gain or lose influence. How activists portray themselves
to different audiences contributes to shaping their collective identity. Currier makes a
distinction between intentional and unintentional visibility to call attention to the
contingent nature of visibility. Visibility is not always positive, especially when visibility
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is gained, or lost, unintentionally. Part of visibility as a collective strategy is to gain
visibility on one’s own terms.
Visibility strategies and presentations of collective identity must also be
understood at the level of the individual. This in part, has to do with the presentation of
collective identity. Collective identity is the individual’s feeling of moral, cognitive, or
emotional connection with a larger community, and ideas of shared status (Polletta and
Jasper 2001:285). Collective identities are built relationally, historically, and
contextually, providing a space for individuals to connect their personal experience to
collective historical memory and material circumstances (Martínez 2012; Alcoff and
Mohanty 2006). Collective identities also serve to distinguish the “us” from “them”
(Currier 2012; Polletta and Jasper 2001), creating a base for political action. As the very
existence of REDMMUTRANS illustrates, creating a shared identity is, in itself, a goal of
the movement (Polletta and Jasper 2001). This is the case with REDMMUTRANS,
whose work relies heavily on identity workshops that aim to promote the adoption of
moral trans subjectivities (see chapter 3). Shifting individual identifications allows for
increased visibility of the collective, which, as I mentioned, is one of the primary goals of
the organization. Without visibility of both trans individuals and of their social and
economic context, REDMMUTRANS would be unable to make political claims either to
the state or to funding agencies.
REDMMUTRANS deploys identity and difference strategically; they frame their
collective identity in diverse ways. REDMMUTRANS constructs collective identity both
based on the shared material experiences that arise from being gender non-normative, and
through membership in the organization itself. These two forms of framing collective
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identity serve particular purposes. The first aims to position REDMMUTRANS within a
larger movement for sex-gender diversity rights, the second to separate the organization
from the multiple other organizations in the country that do such work. I will elaborate on
these points using Talentos de Género, a political forum that was part of a month long art
festival in Guatemala City.

4.1. (Un)Intentional Visibility and the Politics of Being Art

The members of REDMMUTRANS and I headed to Centro Cultural De España
Teatro Lux or CCE (Spanish Cultural Center at Lux Theatre), where the Talentos de
Género event was going to take place. Although nervous, Lisa, Gabriela, and Marta, from
the work team, were excited to finish the project that they had been working for a couple
of months. We set up tables with informational material, agendas, and more sign-up
sheets in the area outside the theatre, while the regional members took pictures by the
hall’s large windows. Talentos de Género, was a film forum and photography exhibition
showing clips and pictures of different members of REDMMUTRANS. This project had
begun around a year earlier when a Colombian artist, Carlos Motta, had come to
Guatemala to record life-stories of trans women for his larger project of the same name as
the exhibition, “Gender Talents.” 13 This work led him to work with REDMMUTRANS.
Fundación Paiz 14 funded part of Motta’s project and later invited him to participate in the

13

Motta’s project, which includes clips from Colombia, the United States,
Guatemala, and India, is available online at http://gendertalents.info.
14
This is a national organization that focuses on the promotion of art and culture
as an integral part of community development.
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Bienal de Arte Paiz (Paiz Art Biannual, henceforth Bienal) an international art festival,
which in 2014 was called TransVisible. 15 In this festival, the video portraits of the
REDMMUTRANS’s members were set up to play in a loop in one of the festival
locations, an independent art venue at ground level of a mall in sexta avenida, a
commercial street in downtown Guatemala City. The political forum was planned later.
The location and specific participation of REDMMUTRANS and their videos in
this festival was not without discord. Since Motta announced to the activists that he was
invited to participate in the Bienal, the use of the activists’ images became contentious.
To begin, the political forum was not part of the original plan. Ultravioleta, the venue
where the films played, is an alternative art space in the basement of a shopping center.
Although the shopping center is located on a thoroughfare, Ultravioleta itself is neither
visible from the outside, nor is there any sign outside the center indicating its location.
Only people actively looking for the event would be exposed to the project.
REDMMUTRANS, therefore, was worried about the limited impact that this exposition
would have. It did not seem that it would support the organization in any way. As Simona
often mentioned during the weeks leading up to the event, REDMMUTRANS had
pushed to utilize the videos in open political spaces. Thus, they urged Motta to intercede
15

The name of the festival created some confusion. The term TransVisible arises
from a 1955 poem by Serge Ventirini, to refer to a liminal space between the invisible
and invisible. The concept of the festival is to present art that is in a process of constant
change that promotes reflection, experimentation, and investigation for critical
alternatives. When I arrived, it was unclear to everyone in the organization whether
TransVisible was a reference to trans identities or whether it was unrelated. Although the
curators eventually discussed this with the members of REDMMUTRANS, the activists
later took the opportunity to refer to their participation in a festival that was a about trans
visibility. More information on the concept is available online at:
http://19bienal.fundacionpaiz.org.gt/conceptocuratorial/
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with the Bienal organizers to open a space for them as a political organization. After
some negotiation, Motta and the Bienal arranged for one of the spaces in the Spanish
Cultural Center or CCE, to house the political forum.
The CCE is a large cultural space managed by the Spanish Agency for
International Development Cooperation (AECID). Housed in what used to be a cinema,
Cine Lux, the CCE is one of the renovated spaces of sexta avenida. 16 As the CCE website
states, the restructuring of Cine Lux is part of a larger attempt to “increase the value and
rehabilitate” the historical center of Guatemala. Extended gentrification, the displacement
of street vendors and the introduction of upscale businesses mark the attempts of the
city’s government to open the area for wealthier customers (Véliz and Lewis O’Neill
2011). At the same time, these processes of gentrification hide the informal economy that
flourishes in zona 1, and gentrification requires efforts to tackle the area’s reputation for
crime and violence (Véliz and Lewis O’Neill 2011). Currently, the CCE offers a space
for national and international artists for a range of cultural events, it is widely known, and
is incredibly visible within la sexta. Therefore, REDMMUTRANS ability to use the CCE
space is not without consequence. As the activists noted once, had it not been for Motta’s
intervention, they would never have been able to gain access to the space. Certainly, the
CCE is often completely booked, but the comment about the necessity of Motta’s

16

Sexta avenida or la sexta, is one of the main commercial streets in historic
Guatemala City. It has gone through a process of renovation and gentrification in the last
years. This includes the renovation of several of the cultural spaces as well as the opening
of elite stores and restaurants. Street vendors have all been relocated. Some of these
vendors moved to “Plaza El Amate” a supermarket located at the end of la sexta.
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intervention implies that certain spaces were usually closed to an organization like
REDMMUTRANS because of the economic and social position of its members.
Although I was not present during these early negotiations, later incidents
illuminated the complex interactions between REDMMUTRANS, the artist, and the
Bienal festival organizers. By the time I joined REDMMUTRANS, the preparations for
the exhibition were well underway. The venue was set and the speakers had been invited.
At this point, the filmmaker was not in town and the activists had not yet seen the videos.
With only two weeks left to go, we spent much of that early time writing letters,
obtaining press contacts, and finalizing food and housing arrangements for the expected
members who would be visiting from other regions of the country. REDMMUTRANS
was also struggling with the format for the official invitations to the event. Through
negotiating with Motta, the Bienal organizers had agreed to provide the design for an
invitation that identified the REDMMTRANS forum as a part of the Bienal.
This recognition is significant because having the event sponsored by Fundación
Paiz lends the event additional legitimacy. However, when the invitations where posted
on the Bienal’s Facebook page, they had little mention of REDMMUTRANS. Only
Fundación Paiz and the name of the Bienal festival were featured as organizers.
However, this forum was conceptualized and organized by REDMMUTRANS and
funded by UNAIDS (Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS) and FCAM
(Central American Women’s Fund), whose logos were also omitted. My research
participants decided these invitations where not going to do. As I mentioned,
REDMMUTRANS pushed for the forum, they found the funding for it, and they had
organized the event. As the activists were quick to note, without their intervention, the
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visibility, but as this disagreement demonstrates, visibility as REDMMUTRANS
envisioned was difficult to attain. Both through insisting on using the videos for a
political forum and by insisting on their official acknowledgement, they refused to
become just another art piece in the art festival. Yet the members of REDMMUTRANS
were concerned that their images would not do anything positive to support their cause,
hinting at their discomfort with the politics of representation.
Alcoff (2006) discusses how our identity depends on others. The other provides a
stage and substance for our own narratives. Our interactions with the other, which are
historically, politically, and culturally situated, influence our experience. According to
Alcoff (2006), control over the representation of others is a process of domination. In her
discussion on blackness and representation, bell hooks (1992) explores how marginalized
groups can capitalize on their commodification because it offers an opportunity for
reconciliation. However, she explains that often the dominant culture demands to
consume otherness as a sign of progressive political change. The narratives and images
that arise from this interaction often reflect the dominant other and flatters it, forcing the
erasure of the non-dominant other’s subjectivity (Alcoff 2006). Through controlling
representations, those in dominant positions can decontextualize images, erasing the
other’s history. By doing so, as hooks explains, those who are dominant can consume the
other while ignoring their political messages. hooks writes about the commodification of
black bodies, and although the situation of trans bodies is by no means identical, the
result is similar. The bodies are split between being subjects from their own point of view
and yet also objects for the gaze of other people. For these other people the
representations of their trans bodies created the trans as “other” in a way that often
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reflects the heteronormative stereotypes that can perpetuate exclusion and
marginalization (Prosser 1998). It is not surprising that for some people and groups the
representations made by others are taken with a grain of salt, especially when your group
is constantly misrepresented.
Julia Serano (2007), for example, discusses how the representation of trans people
in media, medicine, psychiatry, and academia are often sensationalizing, sexualizing, and
hostile. She discusses how many of these representations frame trans experiences in
terms of cisgender people’s assumptions. As Viviane V. (n.d) claims, in the process of
commodification, individuals are stripped of their own desires and identity according to
social normativity that regulates bodies and practices. So although trans people are
hypervisible, these representations unavoidably silence trans people’s political voices and
perpetuate their erasure from policy (Serano 2007; Namaste 2000). Through investing in
a political identity, groups can reject hateful characterizations and replace them with less
offensive ones (Alcoff 2006). Similarly, REDMMUTRANS, through investing in a
political identity, refused to become passive objects of consumption by taking as much
control as they could over the use of their video portraits.
In the video portraits of Talentos de Género, several of the members of the
organization told part of their stories, some of which I utilize in this thesis. Similar to
what occurs in ethnography, in the video project, people’s stories become attached to the
filmmaker, and his visual platform becomes their venue. This is especially true because
the activists were not involved in the editing, and had no choice about which clips where
included or not included in the platform. There is nothing necessarily wrong with this—it
was the artist’s choices. And in any case the project increased REDMMUTRANS’s
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online visibility and gave them a visual tool to engage funders and other actors. However,
there are limitations. The activists did not see the videos until a couple of days before the
forum, when Motta arrived in the country. At this point, we met with him in his hotel to
watch the videos on the online platform he had devised. After watching a couple of
videos, Simona asked if it was possible to take down a couple of the videos. She was
particularly concerned about a video where one of the members mentioned violence
among trans women sex workers, and another where a group discussed issues of sex and
sexuality. As she explained, Simona thought these videos gave a bad impression of the
movement. In specific, she thought that mentioning how some trans women enacted
violence on other trans women could draw the wrong type of attention, and potentially
hinder their search for rights. Motta, in turn, told her he could not edit the videos at that
point, nor remove videos from the platform, as someone else was in charge of that.
REDMMUTRANS would have to make do with playing videos selectively during the
forum. Although they could control which videos played at their event, they had little
power to change either what was plyed in a loop during the festival, or those that were
posted online.
The activists managed to find a way to enact their political desires even within
these constraints. During the festival, which lasted all June, we worked and therefore
maintained a presence at Ultravioleta, where the videos where screened. In the venue, we
could give those who visited informational material about the organization. Simona also
printed some of the organizational logos and put them in the windows, so as to make sure
that the organization was visible for those who visited.
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In the handling of the exhibition, it is clear that REDMMUTRANS worked to
reclaim their right to use their images politically and thus refused to have their stories up
for consumption without their control. Although the degree of control they could enact
over their images was limited, the disagreements and struggles around the planning and
framing of Talentos de Género evidences how visibility is as a strategic choice. Having
delved into the difficulties that REDMMUTRANS overcame to frame Talentos de
Género in a way that supported its political project, I will now show some of the
strategies the group used during the event. In doing so, I will illustrate how visibility,
cross-organizational conflict, and the international development industry are closely tied
to REDMMUTRANS collective identity.

4.2. Visibility and the Struggle for a Dream

Talentos de Género took place in the morning. REDMMUTRANS had secured
funds to bring some of the members from the regional collectives, and thus that morning,
Lisa and I had to ensure that everyone had breakfast and was ready to go before nine.
Everyone was dressed up. Lisa wore a formal pantsuit, some of the members wore
dresses and impossibly high heels, some wore one of the national trajes, what are
considered traditional Mayan clothing. During breakfast, everyone was in good spirits as
they ate and exchanged stories. Only the members of the work-team, Lisa and Gabriela,
were a bit stressed, trying to make sure everything worked without problems. We guided
all the visiting members of REDMMUTRANS to the venue of the event. The event took
place in one of the cinemas of the CCE, large enough to house around 150 people. After
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the guests signed the attendance sheets, we gave all the guests a folder with informational
material and an agenda for the event. Inside the cinema, we had placed two
REDMMUTRANS banners next to the large screen. A table was located on the stage to
the side, with five chairs, one for each of the speakers. Additionally, REDMMUTRANS
had worked with a local photographer, Jorge, to produce a series of fourteen large
photographs, which we had displayed on the side walls. Most of these were portraits
showing individual members of REDMMUTRANS, dressed up and posing in the street at
night. These images where conceptualized collectively by REDMMUTRANS’s leaders
and the artist.
A key purpose of this project was to create strategic alliances with governmental
organizations and other potential funders. Therefore, REDMMUTRANS leaders had
invited representatives of the government, including the Vice President, the Minister of
Education, and the Minister of Governance. They had also invited members of
international aid agencies, such as representatives of several embassies. We had sent
these invitations less than two weeks in advance, and although the activists were
optimistic, I did not expect many of these individuals would come. Only two
representative of the government came, the director of the CODISRA (Presidential
Commission against Discrimination and Racism) and the newly appointed Attorney for
the Rights of the Sexual Diversity, a member of the Human Rights Ombudsman Office.
As I will explain later, the attendance of CODISRA’s director allowed
REDMMUTRANS to capitalize on their multiculturalism. Because UNAIDS had
provided most of the funds for the event, several of their delegates attended, including the
director of UNAIDS in Guatemala. He, together with Jorge and Motta, Simona, and the
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Attorney for the Rights of the Sexual Diversity, were the official speakers for the event.
Each of them opened with a short introduction to their work with REDMMUTRANS and
the social and political context in the country. The remainder of the event was divided
into three sections, each consisting of the showing of thee of the videos, all 5-7 minutes
long and each featuring a different REDMMUTRANS member, followed by questions.
The members of REDMMUTRANS decided that most of the videos would be
played during the event. The only exceptions were the two videos I mentioned before, a
third whose audio did not work, and the video segment that featured Simona. The
segment on Simona was not included because it mostly introduced the organization, and
Simona was going to do that herself in the event. Ramiro, UNAIDS Guatemala Country
Coordinator, who often was in charge of outreach with the civil society groups, had
recommended they only show only a couple of videos, to not overload the audience. He
thought that the total length of the videos, over one hour, was unlikely to keep the
audience’s attention and thus might fail to have much emotional impact. Ramiro’s
comment was disregarded for several reasons. First, as I had explained before, the ability
to decide how their images were presented was an important element in reclaiming some
control over the use of their images. In addition, as I will discuss later in the chapter,
including all the videos served as a way to position their organization as different from
other trans groups, especially OTRANS. 17

17

The activists of REDMMUTRANS often referred to Ramiro as someone that
was not an ally to trans people. However, Ramiro worked closely with both OTRANS
and REDMMUTRANS. Ramiro is also involved with Gender Identity Law, which
supported REDMMUTRANS’ ideas that he was hindering their opportunities to join the
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However, it seemed that part of the activists’ problems with Ramiro was about
funding. As the liaison between REDMMUTRANS and UNAIDS, he had previously told
them that UNAIDS could not help them financially. Because UNAIDS supported other
organizations, including OTRANS, this was taken as preferential treatment by the
members of REDMMUTRANS. REDMMUTRANS had secured funds from UNAIDS
through talking directly with the director of UNAIDS in Guatemala, further supporting
negative perceptions of Ramiro. Managing to get a large grant from UNAIDS was an
important achievement. Managing this grant properly could open the doors for obtaining
support for larger projects, as UNAIDS support granted them some legitimacy within the
international development industry. Talentos de Género was partially a strategy to make
the organization visible to funders.
There is much criticism of the way the international development industry
disempowers the global south by establishing forms of control that work less to tackle
structural problems than to protect the interests of the donor countries (Nzegwu 2002;
Escobar 1995). The international development industry tends to depoliticize these
organizations and their work by constructing non-governmental organizations as
independent from both the market and the state (Ferguson 1990). Emphasis on obtaining
funding, then, can lead to organizations becoming less accountable to their constituents
and less visible (Currier 2012). Instead more time goes to gestion de fondos—managing
funds to attract funders and maintain visibility for funders—and in so doing,
organizations tend to build their work according to donor needs (Nelson 2009). However,
process. It seems that some of the personal conflicts with Ramiro arise more from his
perceived preference for OTRANS.
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this funding also allows marginalized groups opportunities to gain cultural and social
capital that helps empower individuals and communities, granting them institutional
support to make claims to the state.
Part of the way REDMMUTRANS presents its collective identity to funders and
members alike is through expanding ideas of superarse. Previously I discussed how a
desire to superarse, to overcome obstacles and improve oneself, becomes an important
element in promoting trans identities that are accountable to the larger community.
Accusing someone of lacking the desire to superarse was loaded with assumptions about
an absence of commitment to the movement, and thus, their implicit support for a system
that marginalizes and excludes trans people (see chapter 3). The deployment of the
concept superarse becomes a visibility strategy important beyond the promotion of
particular individual identities. This strategy calls attention to the organization’s support
for individuals who want to superarse, and so illuminates the importance of their
economic as well as social and aesthetic goals. Superarse makes a distinct reference to
economic exclusion, as members discuss how sex work should not be the only choice and
that they should be able to access other forms of labor.
Through superarse, they are also, tacitly, drawing a comparison between
REDMMUTRANS and OTRANS. As Simona so often discussed, she felt that during her
time in OTRANS she had very limited opportunities to improve herself. She told me
about how opportunities to gain leadership skills and networking were limited to a couple
of people in the higher ranks of the organization. Unlike them, REDMMUTRANS
promotes leadership and participation for all of their members, not just the higher ranking
members. Much of REDMMTRANS’s public persona is built around this distinction with
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OTRANS. Being a “network,” for example, calls attention to a decentralized power
structure, where the organization supports regional members to rise to leadership in their
towns. 18 Including all the videos is part of that strategy.
It is very important to show the members from outside the capital.
If I am not included, it does not matter. But all our members have to be
shown, because they came from far, and it is delicate. If we do not include
them now, they will not go to other events and they will not participate
again.
Es muy importante mostrar a las compañeras del interior. Si yo no
estoy no importa. Pero todas las compañeras tienen que salir. porque
ellas vinieron desde lejos y es bien delicado. Si ahorita no las ponemos,
ellas no van a ir a otro evento, y no van a volver a participar.

Because REDMMUTRANS aims to include, support, and give leadership
opportunities to all of its members it is important to feature those outside the work-team,
and especially those members who do not live in Guatemala City. In this way, they
continue to demonstrate to both their members and other actors that, unlike OTRANS,
they put the inclusion of the members of the regional collectives at the center of their
goals, even if they cannot include them as much as they would like because of financial
constraints. This serves as a strategy to maintain the morale of its regional members
during a period where REDMMUTRANS’s access to funding is limited. Because
REDMMUTRANS as a network depends on its regional collectives, keeping those in the
regions interested in remaining a part of the network is integral for keeping
REDMMUTRANS afloat. These efforts have not gone unnoticed, as a member from the
18

Of course, this does not play out as easily in practice. Although
REDMMMUTRANS does actively attempt to include the regional leaders in obtaining
training and experience, economic and space limitations make it so that the work team in
Guatemala City does attend many more events and trainings than leaders from outlying
regions.
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northern city of Cobán, five hours away from the capital, told me during a dinner: “One
can say many things about Simona, but the truth is that she always takes the regional
members into account [uno puede decir un montón de cosas sobre Simona pero la verdad
es que siempre tiene en cuenta a las compañeras del interior].
Superarse is also about overcoming difficulties for the organization. During
Talentos de Género, and its planning, Simona often referred to the event as a dream
finally achieved. Talentos de Género is certainly one of the biggest projects that
REDMMUTRANS had organized until then. For its development, they had financial help
from multiple funders, and managed to gain access to spaces previously closed to them.
The idea of superarse calls attention to the economic and social difficulties that arise
from the exclusionary system that rejects trans people due to their gender identity and
economic position. However, during the event, other elements also came to the fore.
During her introduction speech, Simona referred to the lack of support they encounter,
and to the difficulties in constructing a unified movement for sex-gender diversity rights.
These comments were directed to more than raising awareness of their context. They are
comments that gain particular meaning within REDMMUTRANS’s history with
OTRANS and their different statuses within the development industry, because OTRANS
is older, more established, better known by funders, and thus, much better funded. 19
REDMMUTRANS exists within an exclusionary state, where its members are marked
and marginalized because of their position. Their gender identity, their participation in
the informal economy, and their resistance to their exclusion locates them as non19

Although this may be a controversial claim, that they have different statuses in
the development industry, it is a frequent topic of conversation in the organization.
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normative. Yet, the same heteronormative rules that exclude them also influence the way
REDMMUTRANS leaders perceive and organize their work, as the activists constantly
have to respond to and challenge these norms. As I discuss below, the adversarial
relationship with OTRANS serves as a symbol of these exclusions. The construction of
OTRANS as monopolizing resources, participating in abuse, and perpetuating the
exclusion of certain trans women serves to remind the members of a larger exclusionary
system and to strengthen their alliance to the group. 20 However, this opposition also
affects how REDMMUTRANS builds and understands its collective identity, thus
influencing its larger strategic choices.
Being much older, OTRANS is an established organization, which has gained a
great deal of support and funding from the international community. For example, a
recent grant allowed them to open a health clinic in a larger space than they had before.
OTRANS has gained political traction as well and it is currently heading the development
of the Gender Identity Law initiative. Because of the advantages OTRANS has, the
relationship between REDMMUTRANS and OTRANS is shaky to say the least. 21
Although the individual members have relationships and friendships across
organizational lines, the institutional interactions are tense. According to the members of

20

Although tales of abuse of power, misuse of funds, and bad management
abound, I was unable to determine whether there was a basis for these accusations against
OTRANS. Regardless, these narratives play an important role in how REDMMUTRANS
imagines and enacts their work as different from OTRANS.
21
I am uncertain of the real reasons that OTRANS is adversarial to
REDMMUTRANS. However, these tensions are evident whenever the organizations
come in contact. Some of my conversations with REDMMUTRANS members and other
actors suggest that the conflict arises mainly from the organizations’ leaders and their
personal conflicts.
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REDMMUTRANS, when they separated, they did not mean to create competition, but
merely to cover places where OTRANS was absent. Since they separated, the two
organizations find themselves competing over funding, space, and recognition. Members
of REDMMUTRANS often say that OTRANS feels threatened by the competition, which
makes them aggressive and makes cooperation difficult, if not impossible. The situation
is aggravated by the search for funding. These tensions at the institutional level comprise
some of the difficulties REDMMUTRANS’s Simona referenced in her opening speech at
the event.
This opposition reflects a real rift between these organizations. 22 However, the
use of this opposition is also strategic. Constructing the organization as intrinsically
different from OTRANS and its mission is necessary to gain access to some political
spaces. During the period in which I conducted fieldwork, several organizations were
working on developing the national Gender Identity Law. Through engaging in a political
struggle for the right to legally change their sex on their identity documents, Guatemalan
activists are following the recent precedent in other Latin American countries (Leonardo
Segura 2014). 23 These laws would promote legal recognition, allowing individuals a

22

This separation is particularly evident by the leaders and organizers in the
organization. Regular members have more fluidity, utilizing the resources provided by
both organizations. Some members do express discomfort at being members of both.
23
Uruguay passed its law in 2009, though it still requires psychological
interventions; Mexico in 2008, though it is only effective in the Federal District; and
Argentina in 2012. There are parliamentary debates currently being held in Chile and
Ecuador. Brazilian courts have granted name and sex changes to transgender individuals
since 2009. Trans groups in Colombia, El Salvador and Honduras are also pushing for the
adoption of a Gender Identity Law. See:
Uruguay. La Identidad de Género y al Cambio de Nombre y Sexo en Documentos
Identificatorios. L. No. 18.620. (D.O. 17 nov/009 – No. 27858)
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change in their legal sex without the need to go through medical professionals or judicial
actions to legitimize their claims. This law is an OTRANS initiative and it was drafted
with the help of UNAIDS, UNPD, and various other consultants. Since this process
began, REDMMUTRANS has attempted to be part of it without much success. When the
topic of the proposed Gender Identity Law came up during the event, both Simona and
Ramiro from UNAIDS responded. Simona referred to the importance of having inclusion
over representatividad (representation). When organizations work through
representatividad, representative members of different communities will be invited to
participate and give voice to community grievances. REDMMUTRANS often struggles
with this approach because when trans women are included in certain processes, they are
often affiliated with OTRANS. This was the case with the Gender Identity Law, where
none of the members of REDMMUTRANS was participating.
By positioning themselves as substantially different from OTRANS,
REDMMUTRANS makes a claim that their inclusion in certain processes is necessary
and that their participation is not redundant. To do so they capitalize on the organization
of REDMMUTRANS as a network to discuss how they support the decentralization of
their leadership and the empowerment and growth of regional members. Asserting their
difference is also tied to REDMMUTRANS interactions with the international
development industry. Proposing a unique project is necessary to get and maintain
funding, especially when other organizations have more visibility. In this section I hoped
Argentina. Ley de Identidad de Género. Ley 26.742 (B.O. 24 may/2012 –
No.32.404)
México. A.D. Civil 6/2008 relacionado con la Facultad de Atracción 3/2008-PS.
Suprema Corte de Justicia de la Nación.
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to evidence how these distinctions, and their constant reiteration, become an integral part
of REDMMUTRANS collective identity. In the following section, I elaborate on these to
show how REDMMUTRANS uses multiculturalism as a way to further make these
distinctions.

4.3. The Desire for Multiculturalism

When REDMMUTRANS started, the work of OTRANS was centralized in the
capital city and a couple of other core urban areas. As an alternative, REDMMUTRANS
wanted to offer a plurilingual and multicultural approach to trans rights, where the
specific experiences of the people of el interior were at the center. Although in practice,
this multicultural approach has been difficult to achieve, the members often talk about
their dreams of offering information and workshops in the various indigenous languages
of the country. Reproducing translations of their informational materials, for example,
often comes up in conversation. Defining their work as intersectional is one of the
primary elements through which REDMMUTRANS members separate themselves from
the work of OTRANS. The deployment of multiculturalism was evident during Talento
de Género.
Several of the regional members of the organization identify as indigenous or
Maya. The night before the event, while the members signed in and socialized, Simona
and Lucía invited some of the members who spoke a Mayan language to say a welcome
during the event, which they agreed to do. These three members attended the event
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wearing traje 24, one of the representative elements of the different Maya groups in
Guatemala, which was not out of the ordinary for them. The deployment of
multiculturalism was a strategic choice that did not seem to be part of their original plans.
The attendance of some of the indigenous members of the organization provided the
organization with an opportunity to make visible the multiculturalism of the organization.
Through taking advantage of fortuitous circumstances, the organization aimed to
make visible their multicultural approach. Doing so, they used what Laura Nelson defines
as a “prosthetic,” the making up of something that is missing (2001:314). For Nelson, the
presence of the Maya women in public spaces suggests the incorporation of the
indigenous population into the national imaginary. However, by making the Maya
woman visible, Guatemala hides the wounds of ethnic exclusion, using women
prosthetically to make the country identifiable internationally while also obscuring the
lack of presence of Mayas in the higher government positions. In this case, the
participation of indigenous trans women served to divert attention away from the limited
work that the organization has thus far conducted. As I said before, REDMMUTRANS
has a sincere interest in representing and including Maya trans women in the different
ranks of its organization and has, in various ways done so. However, the organization still
24

The use and meaning of traje is contentious as it is used selectively to
symbolize both Guatemalan acceptance of ethnic diversity and the “premodern”
attachments of indigenous communities to tradition (Nelson 2001). Indigenous women
are at the core of this debate, as in most places indigenous men now mostly wear
“western” clothing, allowing them to disappear into the ladino population (Otzoy 1996).
Traje, and specifically the women who wear it, become a marker of ethnicity that carries
the weight of tradition, spirituality, language, and community (Hendrickson 1995; Otzoy
1996). It also carries the weight of violence during the armed conflict, as the army was
trained to discern subversive communities through their regional garments (Nelson
2009).
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operates within the constraints of what Charles Hale (2005) calls “multicultural
neoliberalism”, a deployment of national diversity that promotes some cultural rights to
be endorsed while also supporting the existing racial hierarchy. The organization’s
approaches to multiculturalism exist within this framework. Although the organization
has a real interest in including rural and indigenous gender non-normative female
identified people in their organization and providing them with support, the leadership
also expects them to conform to their definitions of the proper forms of identifying
experience and identity.
Showing their commitment to multiculturalism was further enabled by the
attendance of the director of CODISRA, the government institution in charge of tackling
racism and discrimination against indigenous people. During the opening statements of
the event, Simona invited the director of CODISRA to the stage to share some words.
Just as the intervention by the Maya members, inviting CODISRA to be part of the event
serves as a symbol of the group’s commitment to include indigenous trans women in its
work. Additionally, they attempted to achieve what the activists call an alianza
estratégica, a strategic alliance, which makes explicit an institution’s commitment to
support the project of trans rights (as presented by REDMMUTRANS). The implication
is that, if indigenous trans women exist, and they do, CODISRA is responsible for their
protection.
The activists insistence to have the specific support of CODISRA, as well as their
emphasis on the multicultural elements of their activist work seems hints at their desire to
make trans activism legible within the national imaginary. As the activists explained to
me, REDMMUTRANS defines itself as a movimiento, a movement, not only because it
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aims to change the situation of trans women but also because it wants to create alliances
with other marginalized groups. By discursively referring to the ways trans rights, sexgender diversity, women’s rights, and Mayan rights are interconnected, they attempt to
make their demands and claims conform to the national imaginary. Through including a
direct discussion of Mayan and indigenous rights, REDMMUTRANS constructs their
struggle as analogous.
Like the Maya population, trans women suffer violence, exclusion, and
discrimination. Like the Maya, trans women also organize to challenge their exclusion.
The insurmountable violence perpetrated against indigenous populations during the civil
war also gave rise to a new wave of Maya activism, which has managed to create some
coalition within diverse indigenous groups to make political claims for Mayan rights
(Konefal 2010; Hale 2006). Despite the lasting difficulties of imagining and
implementing structural changes to the racial hierarchies and inequalities of the country,
Mayan activism has mobilized both communities and resources to successfully achieve
their inclusion and protection under the national legislation. This movement has been
especially successful in the search for cultural rights (Hale 2006). The search for human
rights joins the two movements. As the activists express in their speeches,
REDMMUTRANS is also committed to building alliances and solidarity with disparate
groups to tackle the violence and exclusion trans people suffer. OTRANS again creeps
through the narrative as they add that their commitment exists despite other groups’ lack
of interest.
Trans women, some of them indigenous, also suffer violence and discrimination,
and they too have risen up to claim their rights. By talking with the activists and by
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listening to the way they discussed their goals for the organization, I became convinced
that a desire for solidarity is at the core of the deployment of multiculturalism.
REDMMUTRANS is indeed calling attention to the fact that Mayan trans women do
exist although they often fall through the cracks, as trans activism had previously focused
only on urban centers. Through deploying multiculturalism, therefore,
REDMMUTRANS is engaging in a process of self-recognition, where members gain
knowledge of the complexity of their community (Alcoff 2006). The work of CODISRA
and other institutions challenging institutionalized racism and discrimination has a direct
stake in the trans struggle, and REDMMUTRANS aims to illuminate this link and
capitalize on it. Whether REDMMUTRANS will have good success in tackling racial
hierarchies within their group and building solidarity with other groups is yet to be seen.
REDMMUTRANS deploys its collective strategically to open political spaces for
themselves. In so doing, they have to establish themselves as part of a larger movement
of human rights activism while also having to set themselves apart from the other
organizations. These distinctions are important in order to gain access to funding and
visibility, which are at the core of the way they envision their work. The opposition with
OTRANS, in particular, gains strategic power as they present themselves to third parties.
Through this opposition, REDMMUTRANS can demostrate the way they overcome the
obstacles that both exclusionary structures and hostile social organizations put in their
way. They demostrate that the organization and its members, have a desire to superarse,
to resist a violent and exclusionary system and make it out, despite the constraints.
Through building and enacting this opposition, however, they make a response to
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OTRANS a central element in their collective identity and the way they practice and
organize their activist work.
The incidents observed surrounding the Talentos de Género event offer an
oportunity to investigate some of the strategic choices of the organization. The event
demostrates how REDMMUTRANS operated and how it depends on the current
development industry, focusing much of its time and effort searching for and wooing
potential funders. To do so they utilize several strategies including the opposition with
OTRANS and a deployment of multiculturalism. This latter strategy reflects larger racial
dynamics within the country as well as some of the limits and opportunities in using
multiculturalism as a framework. Through discussing and enacting multicultural
practices, they make connections that have the potential to challenge racist and sexist
ideologies within human rights organizing. This event also demostrates how the activists
as a part of the organization resist exclusion and demand control over their images, their
events, and their desires, and decline to be reduced to objects of consumption. These
complex practices, negotiations, and the contexts that engulf them, act together to build
REDMMUTRANS’s collective identity.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS

In the preceding chapters I have tried to illustrate how activism is embedded in
the identities and subjectivities of the trans women that work in the activist organization
REDMMUTRANS. Through paying attention to subjectivity as it interacts, constructs,
and is constructed by discourse and practice, I analyzed the subject formation of the trans
women of REDMMUTRANS. The interconnections between individuals, collectives,
discourses, and practices illuminated how the seemingly disparate pulls of the local and
the global, and modernity and tradition, are not as different as they seem. In fact,
dismissing how these factors are mutually constitutive misses the complexity of subject
formation and collective mobilization.
Congruent with other scholarship, my research has shown that through activism,
activists construct the identities that they aim to protect (Howe 2013; Polletta and Jasper
2001). Looking at the process of identity construction through activism attunes us to the
ways these activists are engaging with their material, cultural, and historical context to
agentively conceive projects for social change. Activism is crucial in understanding how
individuals come to identify as trans and the meaning that such a category has in
informing and framing their horizons. Looking at the context that gives rise to activism
helps elucidate how these activists’ identification with trans is grounded in the shared
experiences of social and economic exclusion that constrain these individuals’ life
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options (Alcoff 2006). Understanding the creative role that activism has in producing
subjectivities, desires, and fantasies reveals the collective character of subject formation.
For the activists that I featured in this research project, experiences of
marginalization played a critical role in how they conceptualize their identity, their
practice, and their role within REDMMUTRANS. The narrative of superarse that
reappears throughout my analysis conveys the centrality of this context. A desire to
superarse, to improve themselves despite life’s obstacles, encapsulates many of the
experiences with discrimination, exclusion, and violence, as well as the collective’s
expectations for participation in social change. The activists I discussed in this paper have
diverse life histories that share important commonalities. Having to deal with different
levels of discrimination and rejection since early ages, these activists share a history of
distancing from their families, limited educational and work opportunities, sex work, and
violence. Repeated and shared experiences with generalized transphobia and cissexism
give meaning to the calls to superarse. Overcoming obstacles are not only necessary to
fulfill their desires and fantasies of gender but also becomes a component of one’s
identity.
A desire to superarse also links the individual with a broader struggle for human
rights. Through participating and attending with the members REDMMUTRANS to
workshops and other activities, the drive for overcoming obstacles and self-improvement,
begins to take particular forms that expand from the individual to the collective. The
accountability that the discourses of superarse promotes in the members of
REDMMUTRANS supports the work of the organization while also reflecting neoliberal
ideas of personal improvement and responsibility (Hale 2005). REDMMUTRANS
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utilizes this narrative to separate its work from the other trans women organization in the
country, aiming to support its members to improve themselves through opportunities for
learning and leadership. However, what this means is embedded within collective
negotiations of transnational and national discourses over the meanings of gender and
identity that reflect REDMMUTRANS’s organizational strategies. Sex-gender diversity
activism was, and continues to be, highly influential in promoting a shift between forms
of identification. For REDMMUTRANS, this has meant advocating for women identified
gender variant people to come under the term trans. Through talleres de identidad, and
other consciousness raising activities, REDMMUTRANS helps educate its members into
discourses and practices that resonate within their individual experiences, but that are
also legible to transnational activists and the international development industries. These
transnational discourses and structures greatly influence the promotion of the term trans
as an unifying category by defining which individuals, groups, and claims are targeted as
worthy of aid (Lind 2009).
Through engaging in intimate pedagogies (Howe 2013), REDMMUTRANS
educates its members on the meaning of gender and sexuality and calls attention to the
way the life histories and experiences of individual members are intertwined with the
collective. Attempting to construct a collective identity around the term trans, these
activists recognize that their individual and collective experiences are positioned within a
system of oppression, which informs how they understand their world (Martínez 2012).
Through activist practice, these trans women develop a moral sense of self where
individual possibilities to enact desires are unavoidably linked to the material reality of
the broader group within the state. The process of subject formation is thus relational, not
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only because these trans women are creating collective spaces of resistance, but also
because they have to navigate dominant and oppressive expectations and enactments of
gender and difference that frame their life experiences.
Collective struggles also become evident in how REDMMUTRANS constructs its
collective identity. Positioning itself as a space where trans women can obtain
opportunities for leadership and empowerment, organizational discourses call attention to
the difficulties of overcoming obstacles that arise from a hostile environment. This
environment also includes the tensions that exist among organizations as they compete
for funding and political visibility. Therefore, they strategically deploy discourses of
multiculturalism and solidarity to construct themselves as different from other
organizations, and to build bridges to other social movements in the country. However, at
the time of my research the organization’s lack of material resources, such as office space
and grant funds, hindered their attempts to develop projects that are inclusive of
indigenous and Maya trans women. How the activists build their collective identity
reflects the importance and impact that exclusion and marginalization has in the way
trans women live their lives. The strategies that these activists use are not accidental.
They are deliberate actions, aimed to construct their political projects and their public
image. They build their political platform on the material realities that affect the lives of
their members, with concerns over aesthetics and body transformations being only
secondary. These concerns reflect larger preoccupation and mobilization around
structural inequalities, poverty, and violence while it calls attention to the particular
gendered and heteronormative aspects of these problems. Their agency is evident in these
strategic choices. These choices demonstrate their ability to envision and plan projects
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that will help them become the people they want to be as well as provide them with the
resources they consider necessary to achieve lives free from violence.
These different preoccupations illuminate some of the complications that come
from organizing. The dependence on international organizations and multilateral agencies
for material and institutional resources has led the organization to center much of its work
in proving its worth as a project manager, and thus, the organization has lost some of its
direct impact in the lives of its members (Currier 2012; Nelson 2009). Thus, the work of
this organization is tied to the international development industry and, thus the political
and economic agendas of the funders.
REDMMUTRANS is a part of transnational networks, where information,
resources, and ideas are exchanged, and subjectivities and desires are constructed. These
networks influence activists’ horizons, affecting the way they understand their
experiences. They also help activists’ groups such as REDMMUTRANS formulate their
claims through the state through providing economical resources, advice, and technical
support, which is modeled after western ideas of freedom, gender, and human rights.
These transnational discourses, and the status that they gain, reflect national racial and
class hierarchies, which tie ideas of modernity to European and U.S. American
frameworks as examples (Cruz-Malavé and Manalansan 2002). The status that the terms
trans, transgender, and transsexual gain in contrast to words such as travesti or vestida is
shaped by the position of these terms as transnational categories.
However, although these discourses are influential and are changing the way
individuals think and experience their desires, these discourses do not go uncontested.
Maybe the meanings of ‘trans’ that come through transnational activism will become
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hegemonic, engulfing other forms of understanding of sex-gender diversity. However, for
now, individuals who adopt these categories can transform their meanings, building
personal projects to adapt them to their particular desires and experiences, showing
diverse ways to experience gender.
There is much happening regarding trans activism in Guatemala. My project
focused on a small group of activists based out of Guatemala City. A broader study of
other trans organizations could provide more information about the role of the practice of
activism in the development of particular trans subjectivities. Expanding this project to
other organizations would help illuminate the inter-organizational dynamics that play an
important role in REDMMUTRANS visibility strategies. A broader study would also
help investigate the role that these activists’ communities have for their members beyond
their official activities. What type of social spaces do these groups create? What is the
long-term effect of these organizations in changing policy? This project opens lines of
questioning about the intersection of location, race, and gender identity. The current
project only discussed the work in the regional collectives secondarily. A broader project
that included an exploration of this organization as a network, focusing on the work
conducted away from Guatemala City, would be sure to reveal more about the national
impact of trans activism, and give insight into the different experiences with gender,
discrimination, and violence that exist across the country.
This year has seen some advances for trans activism in Guatemala. The Office for
the Defense of Sexual Diversity was inaugurated during my first weeks of fieldwork, and
its impact on constructing change within the country is yet to be seen. This office has
been, thus far, active with trans organizations and it is aware and interested in moderating
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the organizational breaches between and within REDMMUTRANS and OTRANS. Since
I left the field, REDMMUTRANS managed to gain some space in the process of
developing the Gender Identity Law. The effects that campaigning around this proposal
will have in changing public perceptions of trans people and increasing state support for
this population remain unclear.
Additionally, HIV/AIDS seems to lose some visibility in the Post-2015
Development Goals. Based on the early draft of the Goals, HIV/AIDS prevention
changes from being highlighted next to Malaria prevention as one of the Millennium
Goals, to being only one of the indicators under the goal “Achieve Health and Wellbeing
at all Ages” 25. Because most of the funding that sex-gender diversity organizations obtain
comes through HIV/AIDS response networks, it is yet to be seen if these changes will
have an impact in the organization’s access to resources, or in the focus of their work.
However, individuals and groups will continue to negotiate national and international
politics to claim spaces for themselves and their desires in a context that is continually
changing. Following the on-going work of these and other sex-gender diversity activists
will provide an insight into the effect of these transnational connections on grounded
practices and identities.

25

This information is based on a public consultation conducted by UNAIDS in
Guatemala in July 2014. The draft for this consultation is available at
http://unsdsn.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/140214-SDSN-indicator-report-DRAFTfor-consultation.pdf (Accessed 03-29-2015)
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